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FOREWORD

1 
Yannis Yfantis is the most important living Greek 
poet, and one of the most important poets of our times. 
When searching on the internet to find his biographical 
information, we come across his website, where there are 
four biographical notes.

The first of them is the Orphic line: “I am the child of the 
earth and of the starry sky”. 
In the second one, we read the following: “I don’t know 
when or where I was born. Looking for the healing beauty 
and the truth that liberates, I found myself on the paths of 
poetry”.

We have to reach his fourth biographical note, in order to 
find out that he was born at a farmhouse of an Aetolian 
valley, near the mythical river Achelous, which pours 
into the Ionian Sea, in-between Byron’s Missolonghi, 
and Odysseus’s Ithaca. We have to go to that biographical 
note to find out that, before entering the big cities to 
study law, philology and astronomy, before giving us that 
purely Greek and simultaneously universal poetry of his, 
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that “wild lyricism” of his (during the first twelve years 
of his life), he studied the civilization of thirty thousand 
years; the civilization of the hunters and the fishermen, 
of the agriculturers and the shepherds, the musicians, and 
the healers with herbs or spells, the thieves of women 
and flocks, the weapons craftsmen, the diviners, the tale 
tellers and the bards, the weavers, the seamen, the weather 
forecasters, and the astronomers. 

This is why, as a poet, Yfantis resembles the sea god 
Proteus, the wise centaurs of Mount Pelion, god Pan. He 
is the man who is fully developed in terms of mind and 
emotions, and yet, never detached from the instincts; from 
the earth; from his roots in the unborn and immortal deity 
that is called Nature. Yes, as a human and as a poet, Yfantis 
includes this combination that makes the poet equal to gods, 
and, thus, capable of translating into human language the 
book that is called Cosmos. After all, it was by no accident 
that the ancient Greeks placed at the entrance of the temple 
of Delphi two statues of equal height, one of Zeus, and 
one of Homer. And if we pose the question, “which of the 
two made the other one?” (did Zeus make Homer, or did 
perhaps Homer make Zeus?) from the idiots, we shall take 
many answers, but from the wise, none. 

Yes, as it was once very suitably said, “the poetry of Yfantis 
is permeated by a physiocratic mysticism”, and also, “the 
euphoria of a completely redemptive hedonism”. But more 
importantly, with his poetry (a poetry so simple, as that 
of Homer’s) Yfantis enthuses; namely, he awakes the god 
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(‘theos’) everyone has inside them. And this is the greatest 
thing.

2
Even if we just go through the titles of his poetry collections, 
we will have to do, yet again, with a short delightful journey 
of words.*

But, for the time being, let us restrict ourselves to the 7 
poetry collections (wherefrom we have selected the poems 
of this present book) and let us try and see the origin and 
the meaning of their titles: 

1. “Manthraspenta”: the magical and mysterious Zoroastric 
word that the Spirit of Good uttered (and let us not forget 
that this is the first poetry collection of Yannis Yfantis) in 
order to extract Cosmos from Chaos; Cosmos, namely, that 
part of Chaos, which the human mind can perceive as order 
that is in harmony with human measures. 

2. “The Mirror of Proteus”. Proteus (whose name means 
“the primordial”), is the omniscient sea god, who, before 
revealing to us the secret of life, tries to escape from us by 
transforming himself into various terrifying beings. Thus, 
by taking this title, this collection becomes a mirror in 
which every poem constitutes one of the transformations 
of our primordial (Protean) self. And we must fearlessly 
endure these forms of ours, no matter how terrible they are, 
so as to be able to acquire at last that which is primarily 
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sought for from the god of Delphi: our redemptive self-
knowledge. 

3. “Poems embroideries on the skin of the Devil”: 
The inspiration for this title came to the poet from the 
newspapers and the magazines that dress the Greek kiosks. 
From the embroideries-texts-drawings-photographs which 
make up the lie of those printed texts, the fraud printed on 
paper that ends up becoming the skin of the Devil. 

4. “The Temple of Cosmos”. According to the poet, the 
whole world is nothing else but a temple, in which all 
beings, without any exception, are arch-priests. 

5. “Love unconquered in the fight”: The poet chose this 
verse from Sophocles’ “Antigone” as the title for his 
collection of purely erotic poems. 

6. “Masks of Nothing”: Nothing is that which does not 
exist. Nevertheless, according to the poet, it exists, through 
its masks. Yes, all beings, are no other than the masks of 
Nothing. 

7. “Under the icon of the stars”: According to the poet, we 
live under the unique in beauty, under the infinitely healing 
icon that the Temple of Cosmos has to offer. Yes, we truly 
live “under the icon of the stars”. 

But let us briefly look at the title of the book that includes 
the seven collections of Yfantis, which is no other than “The 
Transformations of Zero”: Exactly. Because all the numbers, 
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all the letters, are nothing else but transformations of that 
magical shape that is called Zero. Because all the poems 
and all the beings are nothing else but the transformations 
of Zero (namely, of Nobody), as they are faces of Maya, 
the Great Illusion, inside which we live, whether we realize 
it or not, “Under the icon of the stars”, among the “Masks 
of Nothing”. Therefore, even though we have to do with 
the title of a book, if we look deeper, we will see that we 
have to do with a phrase that closes inside it all the essence 
of the Pre-Socratics, of the Taoists, and that highest level 
of knowledge that has been conquered by modern science, 
especially astrophysics. 

Yes, as was previously mentioned, it is from that book (of 
the seven collections) that we gathered the poems that we 
offer you in this book with the title “The transformations 
of Zero”. And we divided those poems in four categories, 
which, we could say, constitute the four poetical facets 
of the “polytropos” (many-wayed) Yfantis: A. Poems of 
self-knowledge. B. Social poems. C. Love poems, and, D. 
Poems of contemplation and beauty. 

_______________
* “Manthraspenta”, “Mystics of the Orient”, “The Elder Edda”, “The 
Mirror of Proteus”, “Signs of Immortal Memory”, “Poems Embroideries 
on the Skin of the Devil”, “The Temple of Cosmos”, “The Ideogram of the 
Snake”, “The Garden of Poetry”, “Archetypes”, “Love Unconquered in 
the Fight”, “The Erotic Rooster”, “Masks of Nothing”, “Under the Icon of 
the Stars” “The Transformations of Zero”, “On Homer’s Shores”. 
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P.S. I should not fail to notice that Yfantis is between the 
Mediterranean pastoral Picasso, “The Rite of Spring”, and 
Eliot’s “Waste Land”, having as his close relatives, Homer, 
Archilochus and Herodotus, Omar Khayyam, Whitman, 
Rimbaud and Kazantzakis, Kavafis, the Greek folk songs, 
“The Elder Edda”, the Pre-Socratics, the mystics of the 
Orient, as well as the music of “Pink Floyd”, “The Who”, 
and “Tangerine Dream”. Furthermore, it should also be 
noted that his countryside origin has not made it difficult 
for him at all to incorporate in his poetry the mythology of 
the machines. Even though he is “wild”, (with an insistent 
return to the primordial and its archetypes), the trains, 
wheels, airplanes, cars, televisions, microscopes, cameras, 
and all those which generally constitute the technological 
civilization, are neither strange to him, nor absent from his 
poetry. 

Urania
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DEFINITION

Here I am 
where Zero bites its own tail 
with delight 
 and pain 
here I am 
in the midst of eternity 
at its beginning and its end.

ALWAyS HERE
 

There is no problem. I am here. I am always here.
 
I wrote the Song of the Harpist in 2000 BC in Egypt.
I wrote The Odyssey in 800 BC in Ionia.
I wrote the Tao Te Ching in 600 BC in China.
I wrote the Mathnavi i Manavi in the 11th century at 

Ikonion.
I wrote, exiled in Ravenna, the Comedy
which Boccaccio called Divine.
I wrote the Woman of Zakynthos,
The Four Quartets
The Kihli
and
Manthraspenta.
 
There is no problem. I am here. I am always here.
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THUS SPOKE THE MUSE

Poets are nothing but waves 
of the ocean whose name is Spirit.

THE MAGIC RING

All things are nothing but, the transformations of Zero; 
maya.*

Wear zero as a ring and exorcise Maya.**
                     
_____________
* In Greek, “maya” means “sorcery”.
** “Maya”: a) the name of Buddha’s mother; b) illusion.
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I COME FROM

I do not know if it was Ritsos or Homer  
who convinced me to enter the Trojan Horse  
holding only a sword and a mirror.  
   
I come from the desert, where the sand  
is the crush of every form.  
   
I come from the Ursae, carrying  
a sack full of stars, holding in my hand 
a moon-mask.  
   
I come from the hut, plaited with branches of lightning.  
I come from a house made of mirrors. 

I come from the mountain gorge, that is curved like a sword 
half filled with snow, half filled with flowers.
 
I come from the banks of the mountain river  
where waterfalls – ascetics 
stand up
inside jars made of stone.
 
I come from the North; wearing 
two half-moons as skates, 
sliding continuously on the snow  
for three thousand years.  
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I come from the Tatarian hordes; I am the soldier  
who slaughtered Attar and 
I am also Attar himself and  
the knife which slaughtered him.  
   
I come from the black galaxy of ants, which sweeps away 
a dead butterfly 
like an angel’s sailing-boat  
like Icarus after his fall.  
   
I come from Greece, which 
with her Peloponnesean hand 
reached out and scattered
the islands around herself 
so that she doesn’t 
 lie alone in the sea.
 
I come from the hole of a rotten branch  
where I was officiating, 
wearing the dress of a wild bee 
or the vestments of a butterfly. 
  
I come from the dusk of Thessaly,
where I was pasturing a flock of fires  
for a thousand years.   
   
I come from the book of Anaximandros;  
I am always there, wherever, I go.  
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They asked me where I come from.  
  What could I tell them?  
They wouldn’t understand me 
 and then  
they would lead me tied up
to the psychiatrist.  

“I’ come”, I said plainly, “from Agrinio*”, 
hiding inside that word, as much as I could,  
the “agrios”, the “ni”, and above all  
the “o”, which is a well, a trap,  
my home, a mirror and
a labyrinth
(the most complicated labyrinth, 
even though it looks so simple; just a little ring).

______________
* Agrinio: A city of Aetolia, whose name derives from the word “Agrios” 
(i.e “Wild”), the name of a mythical hero from ancient Aetolia).”. 
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THE BOOK OF COSMOS
            
Only one book has been written
and has been written by things and not by words.
 
Only one book has been written
and has been written by Cosmos through Cosmos for 

Cosmos.

Cosmos is the book of Cosmos.
Cosmos has no beginning or end
but when the poet reveals Cosmos
he creates it from the beginning.
            
There is only one book to be read
and that is the book of Cosmos.
            
To write means to read the book of Cosmos.
All my writings are nothing but underlines in the book of 

Cosmos.
All my writings are nothing but designs, notes, in the 

margins of its pages.
            
To write means to indicate
that I try to share with the people
the beauty or the horror I read in the book of Cosmos.
 
Because nobody endures to read alone the book of Cosmos.
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THAT WE LIVE MyTHICALLy ESCAPES US

That we live mythically escapes us. 
That the beggar in the corner is a king escapes us. 
That perhaps we are already pigs in Circe’s corral, escapes 

us. 
That perhaps this city is digesting us because it is Charyb-

dis’ stomach, this, escapes us. 
That the washing machine is the one-eyed Polyphymus we 

have put to work escapes us. 
That the excavator growling while digging the earth is a 

dragon escapes us.
That the adder in the grass or in the stones is Apollo’s arrow 

searching for our heel escapes us. 
That motorcycles are the iron incarnations of that Gold-

haired Ram escapes us. 
That every harbour is the stone corral of the ships escapes 

us. 
That every ship is carrying a white-haired fleece escapes 

us. 
That every ship is trying to re-write the golden fleece of 

Galaxy, on the water, this, escapes us. 
That the water is a knife, excoriating us, and pushing down 

the curly, the white, the many-eyed fleece of lather 
on our body, this, escapes us.

That towels in our bathroom are not the moss around the 
spring, and not the seven peplums of Ishtar, but they 
are the mirror’s seven skins, escapes us. 

And that the lady who goes to the park with three dogs each 
afternoon is Persephóne with Cerverus escapes us. 
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That we have already, been buried, this, escapes us; 
And that the sun that sits up high on the hill, is one guard 

of our tomb; a Sphinx, a lion, with a mirror as a face 
and rays as hairs this escapes us. 

And that the Moon is our lost entombed mask which en-
flamed like a lion emerges from the thicket in death-
like silence, escapes us. 

That we only live mythically escapes us. 
And that the pencil we hold may be the prong that blinded 

Cyclops, this, escapes us. 
And that the suitors are here eating and enjoying Odys-

seus’s wealth escapes us. 
That like Odysseus the poet is a stranger in his own house 

this escapes us. 
And that the suitors’ souls are already coming off the sky’s 

cave and creakily descend to Hades this escapes us. 
That Hermes leads them without malice through the soggy 

paths towards the darkness this escapes us. 
That we live mythically escapes us. 
That we are shadows who wander outside time’s mirror this 

escapes us. 
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SELF-KNOWLEDGE
 
Into the sea-mirror  
I see myself: the fish. 
Into the sky-mirror 
I see myself: the Sun. 
(The clouds are seaweed and 
the Sun a fish) 
Into the sky-mirror 
I see myself: the stars. 
The Galaxy is the river of the sky.  
In the waters of the Galaxy I am a fish. 
In the waters of the Galaxy 
 I fish
       myself.
 with a Ψ.

_____________
* In Greek, the verb “to fish” begins with the letter ψ (i.e. “ψαρεύω”), 
which, by no accident, has the shape of a trident.
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HAPPy SONG
            

I
            
Comes my voice, wind of the infinite 
Comes my voice laden with the stars’ 
Male pollen; 
 it comes 
To the flower of your mind.
            

II
            
I come from the edge of 
An eternity. 
With sheepskin and ecstasy 
With a piece of moonlight on the forehead and a horn on 

my belt 
With memories of frost and fire 
I come from the edge of 
An eternity. 
I left my footprints on the clay 
 of light 
I put on the look of water 
I put on the uneasy movement of the crustaceans 
I pastured the winds and tamed the sounds 
I lived the wolf’s ecstasy 
In front of ice and fire. 
I come from the edge of 
An eternity. 
I come from the desert of the stars.
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III
            
I come from the desert of the stars. 
I walk alone desolating the future. 
The springs of illusion become dry, everything becomes 

parched. 
Rich spreads the sand and only the sand 
Space for more thought 
Space for speculation and freedom 
Space of the empty and the fire. 
I come from where you are now going 
I come from the desert of the stars. 
I sprout alone in the wilderness of nations. A mellow 
Sun, I bend
Heavy with the pollen of wisdom.
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THE DIFFICULT PASSAGE

Living among fairy tales and religions, travelling 
amid the legends, cities and the peoples, 
I also heard about a bridge no wider than a razor’s edge. 
Only, by that bridge, they say can you pass toward the light. 
But as the wisest explain 
you, can cross that bridge, 
only if you are, yourself, the light.
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TEMPLE OF COSMOS 
 To Vaggelis Raptopoulos, yes to Vaggelis

I am looking here at an insect on a flower; it’s a shaman
that has arrived in the mind, in the sun or in
the sanctuary of a plant, where the 
initiates, find ambrosia and nectar.

I am looking here at an insect and I am thinking
that every being is nothing but a moving or
unmoving
hieroglyph
into the uncreated temple of Cosmos. 

WRITTEN ADMIRABLy

My typewriter on the table 
under the sycamore. 

It’s the first time that I write in a room so vast, 
having the sky as roof and hills around, forests, roads, 
 palaces of ants… 

But what of course could I write since Cosmos
is written already, admirably, on Cosmos?!
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THE POET’S HOME

The poet is not somebody who
is a fanatic with writing, but
the poet is somebody who
is a fanatic with reading*
(with re-knowing as Plato says).
Every book the poet needs
long before he finds it
he smells it in the air all around 
he feels it somewhere near.
And when he finds it, he recognizes it
straightaway from the title, from a phrase or a line.
And so happens the momentous union.
It so happens every time the poet meets a book that is 

destined for him;
It so happens every time he meets a spirit incarnated in a 

book. But,
sometimes it so happens that the poet feels a book, scattered, 

in the air; 
a book that is near, very near, but he can’t find it. 
He then starts keeping notes
collecting material from the ether, being alert and worried, 

speaking to himself, being silent like sown earth. 
And he then makes himself that book which he smelled into 

the air and could not find anywhere. 
The poet is writing exactly for this purpose: to be able
to read all those books which no one had ever written
but exist scattered in the air.
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And, perhaps in the end, the poet might realise
that the books he needed
are the ones he made himself.
And he is happy like, a caterpillar, that has become a 

butterfly.
An incarnation has taken place here.
You must not seek the poet outside, elsewhere,
Inside his books he now dwells. 

_____________
* In Greek, the verb “to read” is “anagignosko” (“αναγιγνώσκω”). Plato 
reminded his friends that “ana-gignosko” means to “re-know” (you re-
know what you have forgotten. The first part of the word, ‘ana’, means 
‘again’, equivalent to the English prefix ‘re-’; the second part, ‘gignosko’ 
means ‘to know’).
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CHE yANG

Like a sun with two moons 
was the Emperor Che Yang and 
his two wives, but 
his friends 
were in the zodiac of the Dog 
and in the zodiac of the Cock. Che Yang: 
He came to mind 
when I found a miniature of 
his solar shield 
on a plant’s insect; 
(an insect 
among those 
insignificant ones  
that simulate the insignificant on purpose 
so they can 
bring upon them 
harmlessly 
– thanks to the poets – 
signs, symbols and secret charts).
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FABLE

You in the sky’s mirror had the sun as your body; 
It’s dark now, and you’ve been scattered into stars. “But
the sky is a yard and 
 the stars are seeds 
that I’ll pick up at dawn”. 
Said the rooster and 
climbed 
on the back of 
a tree’s dragon-root 
to roost.
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THE LORD OF THE FIRE
(Outfalls of the river Achelous, 1972)

On the wild lilies is the foam’s dew. And
On the black soil, is the hoarfrost, of the salt. 
Where is your  house? 

The tree skeleton 
here in the shallows of the sun 
and your voice a halcyon in the light. 

Your hands over the fire and the falcon 
engraving the palm of the wind. 
Here the horseshoe and the sheepskin. 
Here the woman who recites light 
to the birds of sea and sun. 
Your horned skull here 
on the sand. 

Here the oar of Odysseus; 
here the corrals of your grandfather; 
the black soil is soft like the tow 
and on the salt hoarfrost the fire is mirrored. 
Cowherd-hills come out of the sea 
moving as slow as the centuries, 
moving as slow as the oxen on the plain 
that lies on its back, sure and endless. 

Here is the remaining window. 
What’s the inside? 
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What’s the outside? 
Wherever you look from here 
you always see the sky. 

Your hands over the fire and the fire 
has leant, became blood. Mirror yourself! 
Into the blood is your ancient shadow. 
And see your ancient shadow in the blood.

P.S.
Here the smell of rotten. And the fire 
is a waving mirror. And 
there are passing shadows of oxen in the fire.
Here the perfume of the sand. Here the salt,
a shirt forgotten by the sea, in its endless 
taking 
and giving.
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MAGICAL IMAGE

And we brought the cauldron hanging from a stick on our 
shoulders 

Just like the old people were carrying their killed beasts, 
wild boar or bear.

And the grass at the forest’s edge looked at us
with its shining flowers, as the Sun ascended,
an innocent beast, as the magical image
of that primordial pack of cards came alive.
And fresh crocuses had sprung up on Autumn’s footpath 

where Dawn had stepped.
And the ants had awakened 
numbly moving about their holes
as noiseless as our thoughts
and if you stooped you could see your face
shining upon them.
We stopped. 
And you went up to a bush and pissed,
and the steam ascended like thoughts, 
like the bush’s prayer to the Sun.
Afterwards, continuing on amidst the flowering heather
I kept on thinking that
we didn’t look on anything contemptuously,
we never condescended to look on anything
with ridiculous compassion, 
but we approached or touched, 
with an exquisite emotion
each of our spellbound companions:
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some had turned to stone, 
 some had spread roots, 
  some had turned savage.
Such were my thoughts 
until we came out of the heather forest
towards the stream, where, suddenly: 
Death. Do you remember Death?
He was wearing a dead pig,
flies coming and going from its holes.
Conspicuous in the sunlight: Death. 
 
And the water with its long face mirrored the Sun, 
luring its image away. 
And there on the sand beneath your feet
the rib of the horse tinned 
light, curved, the bow of Nothingness.
 
And we brought the cauldron hanging from a stick on our 

shoulders, 
and we found the workmen
turning the wheel above the cistern,
and I asked myself
if all things in the world are done
by the turning of this wheel,
if all things are done
for the turning of this wheel.
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I EAT AGAIN My FAVOURITE WILD PEARS 

I eat again my favourite wild pears
and they are acrid in their wild sweetness.
I eat again my favourite wild pears
and feel something of the freedom of wild beasts
who run confident in their instincts,
without the humiliation of choice.
Come then passion,
rekindle and sanctify my deeds.
Come and save me
from the humiliation of choice.
Come then.
 

FOR yOU JESUS
 

For you, Jesus, I shall write a bitter book
on soft and sunned tobacco leaves,
while my old man drinks to the health of the fire
and our two women snooze, 
wrapped in a red blanket like the Queen of Hearts
that sleep threw onto the floor.
For you, Jesus, I shall write a bitter book
and give it to the fire to memorize
and dance it before our cat, the sphinx.
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THE BLACK

And we proceeded along the river’s edge
there, where the plane trees stripped themselves of 
clothing
 which (as you used to say) cannot endure
the snow’s brightness. There, 
where thousands of plane leaves in despair stretched out
to clasp one another in order to save themselves from the 

black.
The black that digests all colors,
swallows all voices and dissolves all shapes; 
the black that nourishes the cyclamens 
and they light up 
before the icon of Saint 
Wilderness.
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I AM CARRIED AWAY BY ΤΗE FEELING OF 
WINTER
            
Ι am carried away by the feeling of winter towards the 

hinterlands 
to nights embroidered with fires and fairy tales. 
I am carried away by wolves to their dens and 
by wild boars to oak forests, 
to the somnolent darkness
   in the quarters of winter
to the lethargy of thin rain under the rooftop.
I am carried away by the feeling of winter
towards the hinterlands, to my roots 
there where the satiated bear - it has torn God into pieces - 
dressed in its heavy fur and fat 
seeks now for the innocence of sleep.
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STOVE

With whom shall I speak today, Stove, 
My old chimpanzee, my iron warm grandmother, 
Stove with screws and a door in your belly, Stove 
Raising high your stovepipe arms and 
Thrusting your wrinkled fist into the wall, Stove 
Even if your heart is made of tin, and gasoline
Flows in your veins, I know that 
You are the incarnation of Agni 
And the descendent of the household goddess Hestia, 
And I know that your soul is made of fire; 
Ah how happy I am, Stove, to hear that 
Flaming flame of your soul and to feel it, 
With its azure feet, rooted in gasoline, dancing 
Its flaming nakedness, 
Spreading its warmth in my flesh, in my clothes, my books, 
In all my room, and even in … Ah, Stove, 
How much your soul keeps me company here in my cell, 
How much strength it gives me to weave this
Covering of the void; and of course I think you understand 

me 
In all this, Stove, 
What if you have no eyes or ears or nose? 
You too have so many holes that you know something, and
Not only about these things, but even 
About other things
Far away and outside the house when 
Above the terrace you pretend to take smoke
Out of your hat, and such like tricks. 
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I feel it, you hear, you smell, 
You know about the tender feet of rain, 
About the angels that 
Dance and whirl 
Lightly stepping like flakes of snow, 
About the riddle of the mist on the city 
Becoming the haunted land of the dragon. Stove, 
My old chimpanzee, my iron warm grandmother, 
Stove with screws and a door in your belly, Stove, 
Raising your stovepipe arms and … Stove, 
Permit me now to return your heart to zero, 
Allow me to hear as I lie in the dark 
the iron swarming 
Of your contractions that 
Constantly 
 dwindles 
While my mind is setting like the sun and I sink 
Wholly into sleep, and purify myself.

CAPE OF AN ANGEL

And the flokati hung
like the fleece of stellar animal
or the cape, of an angel, who in daytime
becomes the fire, of blacksmiths, in Agrinion
and at night in the dales of Arcturus, 
herds the spirits of the mountain
with a radiant rod. 
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HUNTING THE SPIRIT OF THE FOREST

And reaching the snowfilled forest 
we camped. 
And at night amid the trees 
- saft - 
a ray found the earth’s flesh, 
was nailed there
and trembled. 
And the jackals went 
and honed their teeth 
upon it. 
And advancing in the morning 
we saw on the snow 
the footsteps of angels, and there,  
a little higher 
or a little lower, we could distinguish 
the smell of sulphur. 
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THE EXILES

“Oh stranger
If you ever arrive in your homeland
    remember me”.
I have worked in the galley of a swan and
On the propellers of a bat.
 Now I govern
The death-ship of Pharaoh Sesostris.
Sailing past the Precambrian era
  the magnet of Sirius and the burning
    spheres
     of Chaos,
The marksman of the spinning top
 and a green
  terrestrial

holding a bone flute
(from the wing of an angel as they said),
he shouted “Release the sails
the sound of bagpipe leads to memory
but blow only in one horn, so you can
be recognized by the dogs who guard
the tobacco plants and the dead country fairs”.
The light is ancient but you can discern
the voices and the trees; The Oak
-the mother tree- and the sykamore;
the skin-bag that drinks the dew at the yard’s 
bifurcated wood stick
and the window, the vine leaves, and look, between 
them, the stars of the Swan and that 
 star of Noone.  
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I passed my life sifting friends and writing verses; 
Now I govern the death-ship of Pharaoh Sesostris……
………………………………………………….
It often happens that we get haunted
Between frozen centuries that block our time; then
Not having a pack of cards to play
We put on hibernation and leave
Towards the south sleeps of the sheep.

P.S. 
Sometimes the wave lifts our sleep. 
The mast touches the Cross of the North; 
In the brightness, one can see far beyond 
Unmoving lines of movements far beyond; 
In a museum without visitors. 

WHAT THE MIRROR SAID

Follow not only
the footprints of the spirit on the paper
but also, the wolf’s steps, on the snow.
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THE ANIMAL BOOK

It doesn’t write, it doesn’t read, it doesn’t work. 
Many-legged and fluffy; not a dragon, but
a wave of life. It walks 
like a pulse, along a bough, 
which instead of fingers, it has leaves. 
Dressed more beautifully than the Queen of the South. 
In her belts, her beads, her colours, 
but she is not Ishtar. She shakes, 
she bends, moving her horns left and right, 
the charmed cow that decided 
at the last moment to become a caterpillar. 
She has forgotten what cycle means; if you touch her, 
she immediately becomes a spire. 
Every tree is for her the Tree of Life. 
She closes herself inside a white sack and hangs 
as Odin hanged himself from the Windtree of Cosmos. 
They say it is the sack of Hermes Trismegistus 
or of the Fool; I do not know. They say 
in there she reads the archives of the planets, 
she meets Sleep and Death, 
passages and maps for the Islands of the Blessed. And 
then the bag, there it is,  little by little, it starts to open and 
bears a book which unfolds its pages; 
(still damp from the colours of Apollo, 
still damp, from the alphabets, of dark spirits). 
A book which is an animal being fed
by drinking nectar from flower glasses. 
She flies from flower to flower 
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as Pythagoras’ soul flies from star to star. 
The shaman-ant which ascended to the sun of the thorn 

does not wonder. 
The black beetle which rolls a ball of dung (the Dung-

Sisyphus) does not wonder.  
Only the poet wonders: “How is it that 
a flower which has fallen on the ground 
returns again on the bough?” Oh, Arakida! 
For this, you must ask, the Greeks: 
they called this flower petalouda* 
-flying flower- 
and soul**. 

____________
* “petalouda” (“πεταλούδα”) is the Greek word for butterfly, which 
derives from the verb “πετώ”, i.e. “to fly”, and the noun “λουλούδι”, i.e. 
“flower”. 
** The Greeks also call the butterfly “ψυχή” (psyche) i.e. “soul”.
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SMALL CREATURES
 
Small creatures who at times become entangled in the 

forest of my body 
or who scurry on my open book, lost on my table’s desert or 
in the lichen-lands of a rock, or whom I find
on a flower gathering wisdom and sundust; Oh aquatic
creatures, in the earth or winged; creatures of the night, 
playthings of the lunar angels with the stamp of Darkness 

upon you, 
slivers of creation but who, for all that, have antennae 
for the lowest of sounds and radars 
for the green or the grey; creatures 
with a patched brown sack on your shoulders or wearing 
a shell in the likeness of time, or with a shield of the Middle 

Ages or
a horned mask of a solar warrior; small creatures
whose wings are imprinted with the stars of Memory and 

the red
small circles of years and numbers, the transformations of 

Zero, or
moments like nails on the Gate of Ishtar; creatures of the 

day, 
playthings of the solar angels with the stamp of Light; large 

creatures
that fall in love and live and die without knowing
nor condescending to know who I am and where I’m going 

and 
what I want as I spread out here
these black bones of my thoughts.
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THE UNVEILING OF THE VOID
To Panayotis Drakopoulos

My body, as much as I can, I take care of you 
I wash you, I feed you, I water you, I put you to sleep, 
I give you delights and exercise you 
so that you will be fit, slender, and light. 
I dye your beard, I brush your teeth, 
I cut your nails, I bring you in front of beings 
that offer themselves to you without interrogating you. 
My body, as much as I can, I take care of you. 
Until the Stranger comes, the Official, the Lord of Heavens 
to pull you as a sack and 
do the unveiling of the void. 
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MASKS OF THE NOTHING
To Spyros Siamos

  1

All things, all persons and all beings
are nothing else but
masks of the Nothing.

  2

Fields like steps of a ladder on the slope.
There steps the angel and descends at midnight
holding the icon of the stars.

  3

“Well” told me, Life, the sorceress
“I shall tell you everything
but look, 
for this we need a whole life”.

  4

What did you bring? 
What do you take? 
In this symposium of life 
you take what you brought to offer.
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  5

Fireflies
are passing
in front of my door. 
With stitches of fire 
they embroider 
the nightfall.

  6

I am looking here in the mirror. Yes, 
I am the one 
who is 
behind the mirror.

  7

A book with two slopes for pages and
a stream for
bookmark.

  8

The storm has passed; 
And there is silence. 
Kjak, kjak, 
a magpie
 tears 
  the silence.
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  9

And the worm, 
there it is, 
crawling to its hole, wearing 
the Earth.

  10

Silence is a river and 
my words are stones for you to step
and cross the silence.
  
  11

The sap of plants is blood unripe.
The blood of veins is light unripe.

  12

At last, he has accepted the World
this (without beginning or an end)
mask of the Nothing.

  13

And now he lies there 
in the mountains
inside a cave whose curtain
is a waterfall.
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FULL-STOP WITH LEGS

A tiny creature is walking on a rock’s map. 
It is a red full-stop with legs. 
It is walking. 
It doesn’t stop. It is walking. 
Because the end of the world is 
everywhere, and
a walking
full-stop,  
can never know, where to stop.
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THE FIVE GENUSES
To  Simon Sagittarius, and Stelios Dimopoulos

What if Hesiod tells us 
that the golden genus existed once 
in a lost age. If you look well 
if you search around you you’ll see 
that all the genuses coexist here today. Don’ t tell me 
that you don’t often see around you, that you don’t meet 
the silver genus of men. Don’t tell me
that you’ve never laid eyes upon 
someone from the heroes’ genus. And even if 
with difficulty you distinguish among the crowd 
the iron ones from the bronze ones, it doesn’t matter. 
All of them are here. And the poet 
is looking for his friends 
from that 
lost Golden Age,
as it is called. 
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ACHILLES, THE DEVINE 
 
It is the great Achilles. He who 
shone among the Achaeans, 
as shines Sirius among the army of stars. 

 He, who when they took from him the girl he loved 
– even though she was a spoil of war – 
he closed himself inside his tent, and 
with his guitar he scattered his sorrow, singing 
immortal songs of his homeland, 
like the “Amaranth” and 
the “Fragrant willow tree”. 

It is he who, 
when the representatives of Agamemnon came and 
called out 
the names of the presents that the king
was promising to give, 
if the brave one would accept 
to go to battle again, he said 
those exquisite words that we find in the Epic: 

“… I could no longer fight hard in battles 
and earn the same reward as the one who stays back;
I could no longer 
accept that the worst one receives the same honour as the 

best one; that 
the coward receives the same honour as the brave.
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I find nothing that is equal to my soul.
You could again get spoils of war and sheep and oxen.
You could again get tripods and
blond horses. But 
you could not get again another soul, once she gets 
out of, the dense fence, of your teeth”.
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PATROCLUS 
 
When he saw the abandoned boat  
being burned by Trojan hands  
Patroclus burst in tears. And 
he would not have stopped  
if his friend Achilles had not given him
his Myrmidons and all his armor. 

It was for the evil befalling the Greeks  
that Patroclus wept, and yet, deep down  
– and that was known only by the poet –  
he wept for his own end. Which was near.  
 
And which came not from Hector, but from Phoebus.  
 
Euphorbus came then and struck him on his back.  
 
And there it was that Hector finished him.  
 
And his soul, as the poet says, was leaving towards Hades 
weeping inconsolably  
for being forced by Fate to part  
from its brave body, in the bloom of youth. 
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THE FATE OF ODySSEUS
 
Because Odysseus did not want to go to war  
because he didn’t want to be taken as a soldier 
he took to plowing when he heard  
Agamemnon’s envoys were nearing.  
He plowed with one hand and 
with the other  
grabbed handfuls of salt and sowed it  
to convince them he was mad.  
 
Or was it perhaps that without knowing it  
in sowing salt he was taking part in a magic rite,                                  
he who was destined to reap the sea for years and years?
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MyCENAE 
 
We arrive at noon and climb  
toward the palaces of Agamemnon  
the cistern and the ancient enclosures. I pass  
through the Lion Gate, always  
for the last time.  
Giant, heroic stones. Although,  
the Eastern Gate shows that  
their heroes were more or less my height. O Sun  
my primordial golden mask, I take you off  
and enter the enormous tomb, proceed,  
and there, to my right, I see, a smaller gate, and I stop
and I am mirrored  
  in the darkness: Darkness. 
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CAMBySES

“And you shall die in Ekvatana
before the year lasts” said to Cambyses
the Ammon Zeus’ priests. 
The king of course, 
always kept himself 
away from the city of Ekvatana, the capital, 
of his enormous kingdom.

He dies eventually  
in an unknown village
“before the year lasts”. In his 
last moments he was informed
that Ammon Zeus’ priests 
were telling him no lies; the name
of that unknown village (yes!)
was, no other, than 
Ekvatana.
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ANAXIMANDER*

Anaximander the Milesian. He said that the beginning of 
everything is ΑΠΕΙΡΟΝ (the infinite),

that is eternal and ageless and has inside it infinite worlds. 
He also said that everything returns, after it lives, to what 
it was before. And the decay of every being, is the result of 
its birth and its growth; everything dies, only to give to the 
other beings, whatever it has taken from them when it was 
born and while it was growing and living, according to the 
order of time. 

He was the first (the legend tells us) who dared to draw the 
universe on a papyrus. 

When Anaximander saw freely the shape of free men at 
the agora of the city, he discovered the shape of free bodies 
at the agora of the universe, and drew on a papyrus the 
circle with its centre. (And that circle with its centre is the 
drawing of the universe, the wise tell us).
    
He died, as Apollodorus says, on the second year of the 
fifty eighth Olympiad, on his sixty fourth year of age. I 
wonder if he knew that in five phrases he said as much as 
others could not say in a thousand volumes. 

And I wonder if, without realising it, in that book of his 
where he drew the universe, he included not only me, but 
also this poem that I have written here for him. 
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______________
* The reader must have in mind that the translation of poetry rarely 
manages to give us the rhythm and the musicality that the poem has in 
the original language. Nevertheless, we have to translate and make our 
best in regard to the exactitude of the meaning and the rhythm. Among 
those poems, whose rhythm we managed to deliver to the greatest possible 
degree, there were also some poems that had to be translated anyway, but 
it was impossible for us to deliver them in English verse form. In these 
cases, we resorted to prose, in which we could at least deliver the exact 
meaning. and avoid the abuse of each line, which is a dance of words; and 
as the dancers’ feet, it cannot allow for mistakes in the rhythm.  

THE LAST WISH OF SOCRATES

With his ironic peace
while the poison was moving to the places of his heart
Socrates said to his comrades:
“Plato and Xenophon, Charmydes, Crito, all of you
my friends who are here don’t forget
to sacrifice a cock that I owe to great Asclepius.
A festive good; incomparable:
Today the god of healing takes from me 
this heavy illness of the life”.
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AT THE SEVEN-GATED THEBES

At the seven-gated Thebes, towards the town of Vónitsa, 
gypsie women were washing many-coloured cloths. 
As King Oedipus was walking blind, 
he saw them in the light of his mind, 
and asked them “My girls, how did you reach 
the spring of Thebes? Which country 
do you come from and which race?” 
“We are a reflection of those you will see, 
thousands of years later, when you shall pass 
this place again on your IBIZA 
(a carriage without horses), and you’ll be 
not Oedipus the blind, but a poet”.

THE FERRyMAN WHO CARRIED JESUS CHRIST 
ON HIS BACK 
 
Saint Christopher who carried on his back all kinds of 

people, 
merchants, whores, priests, robbers, shepherds, demons, 

magicians, kings, 
he could not bear the weight of a child. He kneeled 
there, in the middle of the river; For 
who 
is able to bear on his back
a child, who is, the Universe?
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EDENIC
 
An angel danced and danced and faded out,
leaving this ash between us, 
here, where the bed of stream is dry
like a snake’s cast-off shirt, amongst the stones,
and the rock so charred, you’d think it had kept on it
the shadow of a fire or the shadow of this angel; still 
the smell of molten metal in the memory, still 
that echo in our blood;
like deep breaths the wings were reaping time
and the bones shone white over the abyss, undeciphered, 
and the sky above opened with all its animals and stars
ancient animals and dewy stars, a sheer delight, as
before the knowledge and
before the fall,
in God’s garden, where, a cool conflagration
scented your sleep
near the white ox and the animal of the Sun
chewing their cud, while, the twilight of the world 
roosted under the leaves of the fig tree
and the night butterfly appeared with imprints
of the eclipse of the Sun on its wings,
and in the constellation of Capricorn
the apple woman and the serpent
slithering on the armpit of the tree, 
suddenly jerked, and flowers 
were falling upon you, like a shower
and you awoke. An angel 
danced and danced and faded out,
leaving this ash, between us, inside us, 
everywhere ash. 
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THE DEEP GARDEN
 
And the horse said to me: “Shall we descend? 
There is a deep garden 
with bitter hospitable trees”, and 
in the black drowsy light, 
the trees greeted us and, 
“Have you been here for years?” 
I asked them, and they, 
“We have been here since the angel slipped and 
we spilled out from his bowl”, and 
the trees sighed, 
and from the black water 
a plump moonchild leapt out, 
satiate with magic and sleep, and then, 
resounding with its presence, 
an empty, dry cistern before me cried out, 
“nail it, that my small poppies may drink, saw it, 
that my marble horses may eat,” and 
a fiery bird rushed – saft – and pierced the moonchild 
(the trees shivered 
as though a spear had nailed them 
to their roots) and 
I had barely time to see 
the azure city of the moons, 
and remembered the mountain cave 
where the ship of the Moonpeople 
would come to anchor – diamond, silver – the sailors 
forcing a laugh 
to light up the bridge; and 
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suddenly, 
the whispering of the trees stopped, 
an angel arrived and took out 
the fiery bird from his chest, 
and planted it, and said 
“You shall remain here, 
to wither and blossom, 
until you forget”. 
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MACEDONIA, 1981
(A motorcycle-trip from Olympus to Pella) 

And we stopped before the train lines
in front of the lights which were turning on and turning off 

like the eyes
of a sacred Egyptian falcon while the train
was coming whistling and boisterous. Here it comes. And
It passes - passes - passes - passes - passes - passes - passes. 

And
It passed! It left us – like a whole season
(its windows were days and its wagons were months),
a whole season
was going away on the plain leaving us
under the eyes of the falcon, the guard
in this time-crossing, while the sun was looking 
as a diviner because in front of us on the plain
the streets were the lines of a hand. 
    And we started, as
we were driving our YAMAHA, towards the river.

And we arrived there
where the river is a hand and has the bridge as its watch. 

And 
the gypsy woman was there on 
the riverside, by the bridge.
You stopped the motorcycle. And
the gypsy woman was looking at the lines of your hand 

which like rivers
have sources and run
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between the mountains of the palm
before pouring themselves 
into the sea. And the gypsy
- maybe your soul mirrored on the day - the gypsy
was clothed in the colours of the cards and
round her finger 
 she had the golden number,
   I mean,
that ring which the gypsy king had fished
when he threw his hook in the Galaxy. 
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Β
  

(Social poems)
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CAR

A man is running; running 
to catch the bus. 
Heyyy… Nobody!! You, 
who are always with me, 
why are you running? 
Do not be ridiculous, Nobody. 
What do you need the bus for? 
To go where? 
To be in time for what? 
To do what? 
Everything has already 
been done, Nobody; Everything; but, 
why do you linger? Run, 
in case you manage to escape
from yourself!
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LESSON

For ten years the Achaeans 
besieged Troy 
– as spermatozoa besiege the ovum 
as souls besiege the Sun 
and bats the Moon – as 
for ten years the Achaeans 
besieged Troy. 

And on the tenth so lucky
leap year 
that wretched wooden horse 
forced its way in like a penis 
and the Achaeans occupied Troy.

So? 

THE MIRACLE

What perfect goat kids 
are the goat kids!
They were born but yesterday and 
they already know
with such exactitude
all goatish things.
You’d think they have been studying goatishness
for an entire 
eternity.
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TΗE END OF THE MONSTER 

When the monster arrived in the square, everyone hid 
frightened in their houses. No one went out, to fight against 
it. The saint didn’t go. Nor did the king; nor the young 
men; nor the elders; nor the exorcists; nor the sorcerers. 
They all trembled, except the monster, which had sat down, 
and waited. Then, a girl, six years old, came out, holding 
a mirror. With courage she approaches the monster, and 
holds in front of it the mirror. Suddenly, the monster sees in 
front of it, a monster. It was, so terrified, that its breath, was 
cut. It couldn’t even move. So, with the mirror as the only 
weapon, the little girl killed the monster.
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FOR EZRA POUND 
 il miglior fabbro

They have lost me and they are 
looking for me 
across the whole planet. 
Thousands of years they’ve been 
looking for me. 

Oh yes, during the ice age 
I was the weakest four-legged. 
But suddenly, they’ve lost me. 
As soon as I stood up and walked on my feet, 
I got away from them. 
They lost the tracks of my hands and I got away,
And they do not suspect at all 
  the places 
   of your body  
where the innocence of animal I find again. 

Thousands of years they’ve been 
looking for me. 
Thousands of years they cannot 
find the track they knew. 

Though…, alas…, today…, they caught me, 
because they found they say, suspicious tracks, 
like those I left in the book I call ARCHETYPES.

(“Look wolves with caps” I was thinking 
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as they were taking me to their offices). 
They dipped my hands in the ink and made me 
walk yet again on all fours (difficult things) 
on a piece of paper they made me walk 
to print my tracks like previously on the snow. 

Then they brought Mrs Sozostris, the diviner, 
to read my palm’s lines and tell them 
if I’m a terrorist or just the Homo Sapiens who 
lost his way. 

“The Homo Sapiens? 
But it is only him they seek” 
whispered
the Pharao who dressed as
transvestite, after the usurers, 
ruled the world. 

“Leave” he tells me, “poet, waste no time 
and I have my way 
  to occupy them”.

THE SUN’S

Everyone at the bus stop is waiting for the bus. So? 
No one, no one will take the Sun? 
Only me then? Only me?
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ΤΗΕ DEVIL SAID TO ME

“Cross-bearing poppies are your guards. 
The open mouths of your spoiled shoes are constantly 

barking at me. 
Your dragon-plants hide phalluses like enflamed swords. 

And
your harem of roses has
a feminine fragrance that makes me mad. 

And of course, of course, of course, 
your horn is constantly glazed 
from wet women’s vaginas 
while my own fuck-horn is always dry. 

I will tell you this again despite my great humiliation: 
For me the fragrance of the roses is a torment.
Yes, your rose-harem makes me mad. 
Ah, how much I hate you for ignoring me. 
You’re sitting there and the world around you 
exists, on its own, uncreated,
with the request of no one, while I myself constantly 
plant and plant caterpillars 
but never does a butterfly grow. 

I the envious one go round and round outside your fence
but my useless mind can’t come up with anything effective. 

And if I kill you, here, in this body of yours 
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you have the Earth as your body and there you’ll take 
refuge.

And even, if I kill you, as Earth, you have the Sun as your 
body 

which is very difficult to be destroyed. 
And your body of Sun of course will die someday, but you 
don’t care a bit because the Galaxy 
is your body too and most of all 
you hide an ace inside your sleeve: 
your body of Cosmos, yes, the Infinite, which is
unborn, eternal, indestructible, and 
therefore immortal and this is
what makes me hate you Greeks
the Ion wisemen and all of you 
who found a way to escape death and 
ignore my existence totally”. 

THE SACRED CAVE

A flame is my tongue, 
a dancer and a priestess and a nun which inhabits 
inside the temple of my mouth, in the sacred cave, that 
has my teeth 
as stalactites and stalagmites.
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THE SUN-COIN

And I, the first among the rich  
poorer than the poorest 
with this sun-coin that no bank 
can cash*. 

__________________
* Unexpected intervention by the Muse and, eventually, solution of the 

problem:

Throw the great coin in the money-box of the West, and 
with the new moon crescent as my golden pitchfork 
I shall collect the stars like coins
and throw them into the castles, and
into the cisterns of the North and in the granary 
of your ancestors, that was built, by the mountains.

I’M PHONING My FRIENDS. 

I’m phoning my friends.  
They’re all working. 
Alas! In this world, damn it,
only the Sun and I don’t work? 
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TO A VERy LABORIOUS MAID

And you my girl, knitting so fast,
I advise you to put on 
a breastplate, because
I’m afraid that 
the knitting pins might pierce
your breasts.

A DISCUSSION WITH A WOMAN

You’re asking me what I shall vote? 
But, you know 
I always vote for God. And
to answer, your question, completely:
The ballot box 
is (look!) between 
your legs. 
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VOICES OF WOMEN

1
The Church blessing the prostitution of the married couple. 
And the pimp selling us at the park’s corner. 

2
They want us in drugs and in psychiatric clinics, rather than 
sighing while worshipping the phallus.

QUESTION AND ANSWER IN THE MARKET

They asked me, 
if I make money, out of poetry. 
“Money?” I said to them, 
“you say money?
Does any lover make money?
Only the pimp, is the one, who makes money”. 
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DESCRIPTION

Tar spread on the grounds; it is the blood
of a dark ritual. Last night 
the contractors slaughtered barrels
on the foundation of the dark age.

The sea does not exist anymore;
on her dead body nylon pimples are growing.
With sadness I recall that saints and bandits
are gone forever from the mountains.

The iron generation is now on its prime.
Murderers are now respectable.
The devil soothes the thirsty. From his skin-bag
drink bourgeois and proletarians.

IMAGINE IF

Imagine if the rising of the Sun or the waving of the sea 
depended on them. 
Imagine what would happen then!  
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THE GRANARY OF ΤΗΕ SKY

Ah, if only the sky could crack, and I could hide amongst 
the seeds of stars, and sleep there like the child in the 
granary who fell asleep while playing with the harvest.

If only I could get away from these thieves and their deadly 
taxes; and the corrupted would search for me in all the 
places of the earth, but no one, would know of my sky 
crypt. 
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WEEKEND

He carjacked them
And shortly, while holding his gun and
telling them where to drive
he revealed
that he was an angel.
“With a miracle I can give you what you desire”
he said,
“what you desire the most” and they laid down
their wishes. For the lady
an expensive fur. For the gent
a shining Porsche. For the lady
jewelry from the house of Mammon. For the gent 
a swarm of planes. And the angel
disappointed by their 
barbarian and 
middle-class desires, said to them:
“Listen you two!
For such assholes like you
I perform no miracles”. And on they went;
they, sitting at the front, and the angel
sitting behind them, holding the gun.
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MANTINADES* ABOUT THE STUPID

It’s a small evil for someone to be stupid and nothing else, 
but if he is an educated stupid, this is a great evil. 

The stupid polymath is mixing knowledge, and instead of 
solving something, he confuses it even more.

If you defeated the stupid, you are the defeated one, 
because you can defeat one who is alive, and not one who 
is dead. 

When the stupid speaks you should all agree, because the 
solution is not found not even with a pistol. 

If with the stupid you can’t even be silent, go away before 
you lose respect for yourself. 

The stupid, even though he’s old, he will still be stupid; 
only the hairs change, not the head. 

The stupid, even when you agree blames you, because the 
stupid can never become wise. 

The stupid does not know at all that he is stupid, and that’s 
why no one can bend his stupidity.

I think that whoever discusses with the stupid, is stupid, 
because he is expecting the dry twig to blossom.  
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Do not blame the stupid. He did not ask to live as stupid. 
Our Mother Nature bore him like that. 

_______________
*The “mantinades” (from “manteion” = oracle) were originally rhyming 
distichs that were recited or sung at the divination and erotic rituals of the 
Summer Solstice.  

MISTER CLIQUE

If I had killed myself or if I had declared that I no longer 
have an erection, I know I would be likeable. And after deep 
thinking, I concluded that: Others are afraid of my works, 
others of my dick; but mister Clique is afraid of both.  
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THE SPIRIT
(Poetry in human history; poem-essay; Pan speaks)

Poets are nothing but waves of the ocean whose name is 
Spirit. The first poets were writing with caves (temples; 
miniatures of the universe), with buildings, with symbolic 
actions, with shows, with dances. They were writing the 
secrets of the universe that they lived in their ΒΙΟΣ (life) 
and in ΒΙΑ (violence). So were the mysteries born, which 
are the poets’ most ancient writings. 

After the end of each poet of course, the mysteries were 
taken over by fans. And because they did not live what the 
poet had lived, generation by generation, the importance 
of the mysteries was getting forgotten. Only the formality 
remained that was becoming the possession of power. Or 
sometimes, even that formality was also degenerating, 
according to the interest of those controlling the temple, 
which the poet built in order to be able to write down there 
the world. And somewhen the new poet comes, (one of 
the many names and faces of the one and only poet who is 
the Spirit). But the priests did not approve of him, did not 
recognize him, because always, one is recognized only by 
those who are the same as him. The poet was a danger to 
them. He was spoiling their convenient exploitation, their 
wealth. By defaming and bedraggling him, the priests were 
exorcising or killing the new poet, and only on the blood 
of sacrifice the new temple - miniature of the Cosmos, was 
rebuilt. 
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And then writing was invented. This writing on the stone, 
on the clay, on the skin, or on the wood, on papyrus, on 
paper, on papier, on papie. Writing with the wedge and the 
hammer, with the engraving tool, the reed, the feather, the 
felt pen, the pen, with the point (full-stop) that rolls making 
letters. 

The poets, always, before the writing, and later, after the 
writing, they always recited their work, at the theatre, 
around the hearth, and, primarily, at the agora’s rostrum. 
And the rostrum today is the television. And you live in 
the era of television. And instead of it being your rostrum, 
wherefrom you will recite your poetry and share with the 
people what you write and what you think, the cunning 
priests and their fans, children of those who have always 
killed poets, the cunning priests of your era (the new-
barbarians who tremble in front of the truth, in front of the 
poet’s beauty, his power) close your mouth, deprive you 
of your rostrum. And they have their way as they are part 
of the system that always promotes the mediocrities which 
easily succumb, who are easily bought off and controlled. 
Of course, the system, being cunning, does not only 
promote the mediocre, but the good ones too, because it 
is with those that it makes that fence or that wall, behind 
which it exterminates, with complete ease, the truly (oh 
yes) dangerous for the system. The perfect ones. 

I do not know (let me pretend I do not know) if you are 
perfect. What I know is that the system has had it for you a 
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thousand times, and if you got away, it is because you are 
that polytropos Greek that is called Nobody. 

And if there are still poets, it is because they are connected 
with that great system of the universe, in front of which, the 
human systems, made of greed and ignorance, are weak, 
transient, powerless, ridiculous. 

And knowing this, Rimbaud, (a bright incarnation who has 
reached the very essence) said that, deep down, and even 
though it is not obvious, the only authority, is the Spirit. 

CIRCE

She thought it would be good
to get out. So she opened the fridge
unhooked her flesh, put it on
glanced at herself in the moon
hanging by the cave’s opening
and took the downhill road.

-Where is she going?
-She is coming to throw acorns at you, mates!
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POETS OUGHT TO CARRy A GUN

Ugliness is the hell of poets, and
that is why poets 
 ought 
  to carry 
   a gun. 
Oh! The hypocrites
talk about violence, torture, repression and crimes
without even suspecting

how a poet suffers on a long-distance bus
when he’s forced 
to listen to the radio’s bad songs.
Ugliness is the hell of poets, and 
that is why poets
 ought 
  to carry 
   a gun.
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OH COCK

Oh cock, oh tout of dawn, oh sun-bringing and birdlike 
archer. The kings imitated you by putting your crown on 
their heads and having as spurs your legs’ forks. Cock, do 
you always keep that mystical relationship of yours with the 
time and the Sun? Tell the critics that they are spent. Tell 
the hooligans that they are out of fashion. Cock, are you 
the mountain that has the rainbow as its tail and the Sun as 
its head? Cock, your wattles look like the bollocks of God 
and the beard of Devil. Cock, the children are drawing you 
naked. Cock, the tube kids have seen you only on the hook, 
or in the freezer. Cock, we are screwed. The badly fucked 
want to slaughter us. Cock, Nietzsche slapped them. Cock, 
how scared are they of the phallus. Cock, the tradesmen 
hate the poets. Cock, they destroy the air, the water, the 
forests, the body, the beauty, to look for ecstasy in their 
white dust. Cock, are you an alector or a lector? Cock, will 
they give us the Great Award for Letters? Will we appear 
together on television? Will they let us? 

P.S. Cock, some do not want this place to have a voice 
anymore. 
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HARD ROCK

We the scoundrels, the old bad company, worse than NLF’s 
gang, worse than “November 17”, the “Red Brigades”, or 
Che.
 
We took honorable citizens and took them tied up to a 
hideout there in the mountains. In a cave that cannot be 
reached by the US detection rays.

One was sifted by our bullets because on television he often 
called the “γεγονότα” “events”.

A female comrade took over with a kitchen knife someone 
raping women and children. “violence against violence” 
she told him “you damned scum” and screwed the knife 
deep in his ass.

Another comrade, wearing a deer mask kills four hunters 
in a row and two of them she injured so that they should 
continue living as invalids, as it sometimes happens to the 
poor hares.

We also had a restaurateur who shamelessly put fat instead 
of olive oil in our salad. We executed him with ten fork 
jabs.

The NHS doctor we dragged on the corpses of others and 
drowned him
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stuffing his mouth with a multitude of “little envelopes” 
until he burst like an old man waiting in the queue.

We even had a mayor who was getting money from 
briberies, sharing fat money with his friends the contractors 
while the useless one had drowned us in the trash. We 
disemboweled him and he died holding on the riches 
pouring out of his belly.

The one whose vice was to choke dogs and cats or foxes 
on the noose, we hang him on the rock, over fire and was 
slowly burning there for five hours.

We sent them all to have “a break”, we sent them all out to 
have “a time out”.

We the scoundrels, the old bad company, worse than NLF’s 
gang, worse than “November 17”, the “Red Brigades” or 
Che.

Oh guys, “sorry”, for being hard on you. In the future we 
may be harder.



C
      

 (Love poems*)

______________
*The erotic poetry of Yannis Yfantis has nothing to do with either 
sentimentality or pornography. When it is not the joy that the god of 
game and laughter brings with his passing, it is the translation in word 
of the excitement that feels the existence when it meets its other half. It 
is the delivery in word of the absolutely redeeming delight that brings 
the ecstatic orgasm, when the two become one, and reach their sacred 
primordial self, that is, the theosis (deification). 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER IN MUNICH

They asked me in Munich
if I like German, and 
of all the languages which one I finally like.

“I like all the languages” I answered them,
as long as I hear them from women”.
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NOON DANCE

Thighs of rock, light and sea. 

In the fiery heat of noon, the wind  
Quivered, thickened, and shadows 
Stirred with cheap and thirsty whispers 
Dancing their exile from their flesh. 

I took you into the depth of the cave
And on the sand I unloosened your belt… 

The sun fell, and tired out, we spread our limbs
in the endless night of peaceful wilderness…

The laughter of sunbeams on wet stone awoke me.

Two green pebbles in the hollows of your eyes 
Your teeth were wedged precious stones  
and on your ribs a sea wind dragged its bow,
cooling the eyes of my memory
with a deep, nostalgic tune,
 and I said: “Rise beloved, 
 let’s take our place in the line.
 I’m tired of eternal things”.

Thighs of rock, light and sea.
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THREE MANTINADES

1
The branches are the masts, the grass is the waves, and the 
man’s skeleton is the anchor of the grave. 

2
Oh sea, are you the gathering of infinite tears, or the saline 
juice of innumerable vaginas? 

3
You are beautiful but stupid and how long can I put up with 
you? You receive only the holy communion of the sperm, 
but the spirit, is poured outside of you. 
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SORROWFUL IS My SOUL TO DEATH
            
Because on this ancient urn two bodies are so beautifully 

loved   
sorrowful is my soul to death.
 
Because at this hotel a taxi is biting this coffin as if it were 

a cigar 
sorrowful is my soul to death.

Because these steps are leading down inside the mirror 
reaching there where the moon’s side-face is buried, 

sorrowful is my soul to death.
   
Because in this world everyone has their home and I am the 

stranger who has lost his race and his way 
sorrowful is my soul to death. 

Because I wander outside your womb and outside my grave
sorrowful is my soul to death. 

Sorrowful is my soul to death.
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DESPAIR, 1983
(Holy Week)

[…]

7
Come, human body, come on me; you miraculous icon, 
come on me, and heal me from death’s sickness. Come, 
human body, come on me, bring my erection up to the 
depths of your vagina, shut me in your flower; the eternal 
tree. 

COMPLAINT TO THE GODDESS OF LOVE

Look, Aphrodite, a blackbird
is sitting on the naked branch 
of this fig tree; a stark black fruit.
The falling drops made a curtain
divorcing, for a moment, me from me.
Because I am, everywhere, everywhere.
Except her heart, oh Aphrodite.
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UNNAILING

You came.
 
This distance 
of space and time was a cross.
 
You came. 
 
This isn’t a hug. 
This is 
unnailing.

I WANT

Your kisses have sprouted like eyes on my body; 
I cannot bear just looking at your beauty any longer. 
I want to tame you with caress; 
I want to make you wild with caress; 
I want to pour myself inside you. 
 
Bowing 
 in front of you 
and trembling
I want to touch you everywhere; 
I want to roar like a wounded 
wild animal; 
I want 
to lose myself 
inside you. 
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THE LANGUAGE OF GOD

The beings that exist beyond the thunder have said that God 
is love. This is why the sighs of our delight, our delirium, 
our sighs, our breaths, are altogether the language of love, 
are altogther the language of God. When humans hear the 
language of God, they do not recognise it, and thus say “God 
forbid…what is that…Satan has come to our houses…they 
should be ashamed of themselves…and we have children 
that can hear them too…”. The angels, however, when they 
hear the language of God, the angels know, and holding 
their wings up, they always, move aside with respect. 

LIKE THE FISH ON THE LAND

Like the fish on the land my phallus is writhing inside my 
trousers.

Ah it longs for a swim and it keeps coming near you. 

To find paradise in the abyss of your vagina. 
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WASTE LAND

Pleasure of the flesh between a steamy fish from Alaska, 
shrimps from Palermo, mushrooms and tzatziki from 
Greece, and a glass of Bolaur beer. And then, masturbation 
on your bed, because, alas, you are alone in Munich, at 
the same time when countless women are also alone in 
Munich, sighing as they hug Saint Vibrator, because they 
are tired of calling God on the number 0 + ∞ + chaos, and 
never receiving any answer. They sigh as they hug the 
artificial phallus, without knowing that God, incarnated, is 
wandering all alone in Munich, with a mobile phone that 
none of them calls, since, being a new émigré, his number 
is not even known by Pope himself. 
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BALCANIC

On the mountains of Raina and at the alleys of Sofia, where 
two people are afraid to walk together, and three people 
are afraid to talk together, and even when they are fifty, 
they are still afraid, I passed alone with my sack full of 
Homer, condoms, toothbrush, pencils, notepad, passport 
and a reserve earring. 
    
I have crossed mountains, plains and hills at nights without 
stars, at nights without a moon, and all those years I have 
lived here on the upper world, I have never been afraid of 
any of the gallant people. 
    
But there was a barefoot woman, brightly dressed, who 
had on her the ornaments of the leopard, and the eyes of 
lightning. I called her to fight me on the marble threshing 
floors, but she told me she prefers the cool sheets. 
     
We went and fought on the cool sheets.
     
And where the poet hits, a deep furrow he makes; and 
where the young beauty hits, rice and milk come out. 
     
Porters came and were looking through the keyhole, to see 
what miracle was taking place on that bed; and one sees 
her putting her legs on my shoulders, and another one sees 
wings touching the ceiling. 
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WHEN MAKING LOVE, FOREIGN WOMEN

When making love, foreign women speak to you in Greek. 
And, of course, they tell you the sweetest words they know 
of our language. 

But, when they reach the orgasm, they’re searching for their 
Greek, they’re trying, but they cannot find our language, 
they cannot catch its words. 
     
Because, then, it is the body that speaks. And deep from 
their own first world, their mother tongue springs up. 
     
It is almost their race’s totem that speaks when shouting 
ecstatically, or when hoarsely, faintly, sweetly, gently, they 
tell you:
     
Darling! Amore mio! Ich liebe dich! Obicham te! Je t’ aime!  
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HER GAIETy 

As the IBIZA was taking us to the sea, with that peculiar 
childlike accent that foreign women have, Elena told me, 
airing the fork of her thighs with her skirt:
                
“Yannis what bliss is this! What a beautiful time we’re 
having the four of us!” “Which four?” I asked her. And she 
replied immediately: “I and your dick, you and my pussy”. 

THAT ANCIENT DELIGHT

I took the photo album yesterday, late at night, and was 
sorting out my photos. And when I arrived there, at you, 
of whom I had taken more than forty photographs while 
naked, (at times, the whole photo was your vagina). When 
I arrived at you, I was flooded with that ancient delight. 
The salt of lust was stinging me as I was looking at your 
exquisite thighs, your sacred slit. And I grabbed the phone, 
called you right away and asked you to come. 
     
But I couldn’t hold myself, I couldn’t bear it, and quickly, to 
save myself from the great lust (and while you were already 
in the taxi), holding a photo in front of me, I masturbated 
wildly. 
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THE PERFUME OF THE LILy

To the spirits of Nikos Kazantzakis, 
Henry Miller,

and Angelos Sikelianos

I was looking myself in the mirror, me, the wild one. And 
near me were “The Fruits of Paradise”, a film on television. 
Alone and fully naked, opposite a huge mirror, I was 
caressing my dick, which stood up, became wild, huge, 
threw me down. And he was the navel of the Earth, the 
stamen of the black flower which has as petals my feet, 
my hands, my body; of that flower which has my head as 
its bulb and my hair as its roots. He was, I say, a phallus 
and a pipe, a torch, a horn, the sacred mount Meru, the 
axis of the world, and also, the root of sin, the tree of life, 
the tree of the knowledge of good and bad, the horn of the 
unicorn, the mortar, my sweet third hand, my eleventh 
kingly finger that points towards the center of all things. 
And I was wetting him with saliva, and he started feeling 
cool; he slid between my five fingers. And I couldn’t reach 
and bring him to my mouth and lick him as was worthy 
of him. And quickly came to my mind the women that he 
had shaken, shaken like the bull shakes with his horn the 
bullfighter who was wounded deeply. Then I choose one 
of the excellent vaginas and fuck it in fantasy and in word, 
until the crater jerked its lava - among roars and groans - 
and on my body fell the cool, burning rain. I was breathing 
heavily and happy as if the tree of the sky had thrown on 
me its flowers. And with my fingers I brought a bit of sperm 
to my nostrils. And it smelled like a sprout of asphodel, or, 
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more correctly, like the flower we call “April” (the naked-
man orchid of Aetolia). But on the same night, I went and 
fell into the sea, in the moonlight; and the sea was a delight, 
as if the whole of me had entered a woman’s womb. I was 
swimming in the unmoving water and my shadow was 
flying to the bottom, and cycles of light were opening 
around it, and fireflies were coming out of my fingers. And 
when I got out of the moon which was melted in the waters, 
when I got out from the sweet waters, in the moonlight, 
I searched on the seashore for those white lilies. And I 
found one and I stooped; I smelled it – worshipfully, on my 
knees, I smelled it - and I recognized in it the perfume of 
my sperm, and realised that between the salt and the sea, 
between the lilies of the sand and my phallus, there was 
an eternal mystic relation. Because I know it is difficult to 
comprehend all these. And, if I mention these things, I do it 
for those who shall find in this poem themselves, a friend, 
without a beginning and without a name, even though his 
name is Sun and Lily and Groom and Adam, Cadmus and 
Cosmos, who lives before any fall, and has never muzzled 
his phallus because he is the life, Zeus, and Zoé.*

_____________
* The name “Zeus” (Ζεύς) is the male of the word Zoé (life). 
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ALWAyS INSIDE THE UNIVERSE

Whether I ejaculate inside Lílly,  
whether I ejaculate inside Nínny,  
whether I ejaculate inside Philly,  
I always ejaculate inside the universe, my friend. 
Aren’t you, my poured sperm, oh Galaxy?

THE LETTER I’M SENDING yOU

Clouds are passing in front of my mirror. 
My blossomed hand spreads stardust. 
The letter I’m sending you is the world.
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THE GREAT RETURN

For three thousand years, five, six, ten, 
it’s been your beauty that has kept me 
excited. And 
your body is for me, oh woman, 
a window in the prison of the life.
     
I have never felt on my shoulders 
stronger wings than your legs. Here I am 
ecstatic terminating
 all my roads into your body. 
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HIGH PRIESTS

Oh my beauty, how much, I’m missing you. 
I remember asking you “My doll, do you believe 
in God’s existence?” And 
you answered me: 
“Of course. I believe, that 
what exists between your legs, 
and
what exists between my legs
together, is the God”. 
“And 
what, is our role, in all this?” I asked you. 
“We”, you answered me, “we are this 
ultimate god’s 
high priests”. 
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I TOLD yOU THAT THE WOMAN, yES, IS HERE

As soon as I learnt that God has died 
– it’s Mr Nietzsche who told me – 
I searched in case I find 
the Archbishop’s mobile 
to
commiserate him. 

 Impossible. 
  But, 
I said to myself: “Calm down. 
The Woman, all alive and beautiful, is here. 
And that’s enough. 
What do you have to do with archbishops 
and 
commiserations and 
all this nonsense? 
I told you that the Woman, yes, is here. 
Don’t bother any more with the God”.

AH, IF ONLy I COULD HAVE THIS GRACE

Ah, if only I could be a black grape in a deep jar, 
your feet pressing me and making me a sweet juice, 
and you sinking inside me. Ah, 
if only I could have this grace, to enter 
in your thirsty body from 
everywhere.
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CyCLIC ANIMAL

       To the sea and the places of Pan; to the earth 
 which has the trees as its horns; to Vasso and the 
 sea-coloured silk cloth that Wei brought for her from 
 China; to the dragon-plant; to Jean-Claude Villain; 
 to the days of May; to Ariadne.

Oh, 
holy communion 
when your vagina bites and licks my phallus 
with its exquisite rosy, fleshy, wet mouth. 
Ineffable pleasure, known only 
by the god of love.
Because then we are not two persons that the mirror 
is holding in its heart. 
We are a cyclic animal; the magic 
Dragon-World that 
is biting 
its tale.
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THE SONG OF THE FOOL

The sun lives in the sky, the snake lives on the earth. I 
advance without a shield and a spear. The straw hat I have 
on is sufficient. My cane staff is sufficient. 

In the small and infinite world, the night found me naked 
and penniless.

I’m looking at my ancient tools on the sky: the Tripode, 
the Carriage, the Crown. I advance. Near the Seven-Virgin 
Dance, in a dark ravine of stars, the owl asks me as I pass: 
“Whowhowhowhooo, who?” I don’t reply; because further 
away in the shade of the Galaxy, the beautiful Evdoxia is 
waiting for me. 

To Bedelgeze I vow the Great; Orion and Vega I put to oath, 
we are the first humans and the last gods, I am the Alfa and 
you are Omega. It’s from the worship between Woman and 
Man that the branches of the Galaxy blossom. 

In her hand my hand she holds and we walk on the infinite 
earth. Who could possibly be annoyed of our nakedness, 
when no one bears to look at our glow? 
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REFERENCE

Gods!
A strong south lukewarm wind is blowing. The trees are 
humming; a deep cool echo is coming from the pine tree; 
the grass is waving and shining. In the air, the blurry haze 
of flowerdust. Thousands of herbs, with perfumes and 
memories from worlds forgotten or perhaps parallel. And 
the lilies. And the poppies. And the lilacs. And the orchids 
with primal naked men. And the god-like pansies. And the 
Judas trees. And all the galaxies mirrored here, on the dress 
of the Great Nymph.

Blackbirds and nightingales, the finch and the cuckoo bird, 
the scops owl and the owl, together, they all make the 
syrinx of Pan. And I am enchanted, day and night. 

Yesterday, at dawn, the cuckoo bird seduced me. The 
cuckoo took me to his places. And so? After all, the Great 
Nymph has already taken my mind; Already, Pan has left 
me with my mouth open. As if I am the fool of the World. 
And I am the Fool of this World. And the sky, a huge Eye 
inside which I’ve been lost. 

No, I am not the drowned man from another world. I am 
the enchanted one by the Earth. By its magic trees. By the 
Woman, whom I put on and take off, seeking with passion 
for the Absolute In-Carnation, after being thrown all-naked 
at her legs by the vortex towards the centre, by Time; the 
strongest current of Eternity. 
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FROM THE HEELS OF SO MANy WOMEN

You, my stylish IBIZA, you
did not live the glory of my thirties or my forties. 
You only met the beauty of Ariadne. 
But you, my old FIAT 127, 
is there anything that 
you haven’t heard, you haven’t seen? 
You small universe, 
that has melted by all those sighs of delight, 
that has been unscrewed by sweet shakes, 
that has been shattered by the wild earthquakes of orgasms. 
And the inside of your sky 
has been made useless, torn, 
(almost destroyed totally) 
by the heels of so, so many women.
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THE UNDEFEATABLE NOTHING

How was it possible that Eurydice 
had over him a stronger influence, than theirs, 
although she was deep into the Hades?

How was it possible that the dust, the shadow, could govern 
his mind and his body members, more 
than their breasts and their lips,
their bright eyes, their hair, their vaginas?
They were unable to comprehend 
how the strongest and most graceful
of masculine beings they’d met in the world 
remained indifferent in front 
of their beauty.

He was standing motionless
staring into the Nothing, like one 
who was looking into Everything.

They couldn’t bear it, the unfortunate ones,
they couldn’t bear it, and so, 
they became manic and 
tore him, quickly, into pieces.
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DO yOUR CHARMS IN FRONT OF THE MIRROR

Put on your mini skirt. And underneath, put on your red 
or your black knickers, or even better, stay naked like the 
poppy. Everything is an illusion, everything is subjection. 
Do your charms in front of the mirror. Make your face an 
exquisite painting. Dress beautifully. To enchant me, to 
make me forget the void, which people’s ugliness cannot 
fill. 
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APHRODITE CALLS THE GODS TO COUNCIL

Since I was left alone then, towards the April of 2010, I 
could not console myself at all, no matter how much I tried.

And so I resorted to female dogs, foxes, figs, bears, and 
wolves. Mares and goats, oh my dear ones! A doe would be 
the best, but where could I find one? What times!

You poor, desperate man, what can Oedipus know of 
sufferings? What is it to stupidly lose your sight (from 
your own hands), in comparison to searching constantly, in 
despair, up to Hades, to find a vagina to cool your phallus?

But at last, Aphrodite, you felt my pain and called the gods 
to council, from Zeus to Hera, Hermes, Ares, Hestia, to 
Dionysus, Artemis, and Pan…

You also called modern saints, Holy Mary, and Jesus 
Christ, but they replied that “these things are yours – these 
Greek things, the things of love, the laughter, the dances, 
the theatres, the longings, the sweet union of the man and 
the woman – these are your things. We, do not forget, took 
on the philanthropies, the mass attendances, the prayers, 
and the fasting. The pains of love, the delights, and all the 
madness of the fifteen-year-old girl, the horniness of the 
boy, these things are yours. 

The gods were having their council, and Aphrodite was 
saying: “How is it possible, how can you stand it, the 
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shepherd being without his fairy, the poet being without his 
muse, the fool being without his beloved one? We left all 
these to the christian saints, and the people have withered, 
gone dry, gone mad. And masturbation, you know, is not 
the solution. 

I helped the poet to find the mare of his neighbour with a 
dappled, colourful vagina, I sent him goats, and a bear, so 
he can satisfy himself with all his ease, but this can’t be. 
The poet needs his muse, his nymph, his fairy. He comes 
from our genus, the animals are not enough for him, we all 
owe him the absolute happiness. 

Far away in the North a beautiful Macedonian girl is shut 
in a university and withers, a seven-year-old girl, and at the 
same time, a thirty-year-old woman with everything!

We should inspire her and give her courage to get into the 
winged phallus (that they call airplane), and crossing the 
skies, to come from Britain to Greece, to get off, and at 
last arrive at her poet for whom (oh what a shame) she 
masturbates for twelve years. 

So Aphrodite spoke, and the gods who were all present 
listened to her and made sure that the girl puts her clothes 
in her suitcase, arrives quickly at “Eleftherios Venizelos” 
and finds herself at last near the poet. 

So that the Nymph can redeem the Nymphios, as she herself 
will be redeemed by Him. 
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URANIA

You lived in the places of the mountain and knew the snow. 
And you went to that school where only fairies go. 
You saw the trout - excitement and joy - jump 
in the waterfalls and shine around the precipices. 
You saw the flocks coming in Spring
returning from the places of the sea, and mules
loaded with salt and purple and conches. And
you heard, cocks falling into bottomless wells 
to bring the dawn again to upper Cosmos.

You jumped over the viper and 
from your fright your piss, became suddenly 
a rainbow.

We came from the same galaxy, 
but they sent you to learn there in the mountains, 
and they sent me to the valley of Raina. 
And when we met again, we loved each other 
with that passion 
of those who are hurrying very much, so much, 
of fear they won’t make it, of fear that the universe 
might be torn in two, and they separate again, for an eternity. 

You could not endure it, 
I could not endure again our separation, with erebus 
between us. We could fall in it and become 
comets, but, we don’t want these grandeurs. We want 
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to be that simple and exquisite thing that is the man and 
woman, 

who come together, and 
separate, incessantly, 
and so keeps breathing the cosmos of Heraclitus.

Oh Urania, crown me with the branches of your hands, 
let me, weeping, kiss your eyes, your breasts, your feet, 
and then, when I arrive at the darkness 
between your thighs, let me get, inside your rosy flower. 

And 
when the cries of delight and redemption stop, and 
when the floors are full of liquids and the sperm, 
let your womanly, bridal laugh 
echo inside my home, 
and on a shiny tray I shall pick for you 
the range of all the wild perfumes 
of my yard. 
And cold water, and, a clean towel, and ripe figs, 
I shall bring for you. And after, 
you will lie down, ah, to sleep, in clean sheets, to sleep, 

and rest, 
you, who are coming from so far away to find me, 
clearing away the thousand
fogs of Wales.
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THE EMPIRE

Your empire you have established for good, Urania, inside 
my house, which is your house. From chairs, and hangers, 
and window latches, everywhere, hang your knickers, these 
flags of your conquest over my dick, my mind, my whole 
existence. Your knickers dear, yes, your flags. 

FLAG OF WORSHIP

Team fans run with flags in stadiums and streets. They are 
waving them, treating them with worship; they get killed 
for them. I, my love, the only flag I carry with me always, 
is your knickers. This and only this. And inside the car, 
where everyone else puts as their guardians Christs and 
Madonnas, I, my dear, hang your beloved knickers.

LIFE MASK

I was leaving on a long journey by plane. As we were kissing 
(our tongues like snakes that wrap around each other) as 
we were kissing, Urania interrupts the kiss, reaches down, 
takes off her knickers, puts them in my sack, and says: “In 
case they tell you to put on the oxygen masks, you, my 
love, put on my knickers for a mask; hold them tightly there 
on your nose, and suck from them, deep life”. 
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TO THE NyMPH  

Now that you are going to your village, you will pass 
The Comet’s Lake, you will pass  
the Cleopatra’s channel and, as you arrive 
in Aktion remember how, think how they lost
the naval battle 
which in fact they had won.

That while they were winning 
from that distrust of Cleopatra, who set off on the way back, 
they were found losers. One little 
mistake, an illusion 
that changed however
the map of the world.  

And after, when you reach Achéron  
do not follow it, do not stand by its wet banks 
where lotuses grow with a beauty 
that is invincible. 

(They’re from the seeds that fell when Sappho passed from 
there 

- they fell from her handkerchief or some poem of hers -  
and with the sweetest perfume there they always grow, and  
nostalgically adorn the terrible river). 

Go to the places of Epirus, enjoy the uphill 
road that leads to Ioannina. Though do not 
go into Ioannina, leave, go past the lake 
which is the watery grave of Euphrosỳne
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where the Ripper drowned her, when he,
incarnated, built a big
serai on the Isle of the Lake. 

Go right, towards your sacred places  
the Macedonian ones, and following 
the paths of eagle, the roe-deer and the hare, 
travel to your beautiful snowy mountains.  

And seated by your parents’ fireplace
look through the glass-window to see 
the two Bears, Big and Little
who came down - look at them 
they’ve come down from the sky like you -
and now walk on paths of your village.  
But at night, when those return to their positions, you, 
you stay. 

To eat, to drink and celebrate there, 
to hear grandma fire, to revel in the snow. 

And come again. Taking the tracks of love, 
bringing chestnuts, walnuts, honey, mushrooms,  
pomegranates and figs, rakí and excellent wine,  
you, my muse, my fairy, my beloved nymph.  
Yes, come again to your Pan, come with your perfume.
Ah Gate of Elysium, covered by the forest, 
you smell of goat and sprouting 
when you are wet.
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I KNOW WELL WHAT BROUGHT yOU TO ME

I know well 
what brought you to me:
Υou could not endure
being invisible, you could not endure 
most of yourself
and perhaps the most precious, 
the most important part of yourself, being invisible. 

Because it often happens in our world
that what the others cannot see on us
 – slowly, as time goes by – 
we ourselves stop seeing too. 
until we end up being remnants
and dreary wrecks of our self. 
Oh you needed your full mirror
your clear mirror without waves
because – and people do not know this – 
what they call Second Coming
is not “somewhen”, and “elsewhere”, but here and now:
When we find at last the one
who fully includes us and we’re happy
about our whole being, the visible one
but also the invisible. Because 
how many can see that side of yours
they consider nonexistent and is called “fairy”?
How many can see that side of yours
they consider transient and is called “child”?
How many can see in this existence of yours
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the exquisite, the admirable wholeness that you are?
 
I know very well what brought you to me.
Like the deer that wanders from spring to spring
searching for a spring that is not dried out
searching for a spring that is not blurred with mud
like the deer that is dying with thirst
and suddenly the sun shines upon it
reflected on the waters of a spring that is hidden
you arrived running to me full of sweat
and you stooped and drank with delight your visage
your enchanting presence.
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THE ROCKS

The rocks, said to me here on the edge of my land: 
“We know you’ve been through suffering  
and forgot us your siblings, us who hid like dwarves scared 

here inside the bushes. 
We do not want the oak-nuts. We do not want food. We do 

not want grapes of bear-looking bramble, nor olives, 
nor arbute berries.

What we want is to see you and you to see us. 
Remove then from our face these yashmaks of bramble and 

bushes of kermes oaks.
We are happy with the little flames of the cyclamens here 

by the root of our stony icon. 
We are happy that we have the grass as eyebrows or that we 

have flowers as our teeth, and we are happy that here 
on our white bald head we have lichens as tattoos. 

What we want is to see you and you to see us. 

And we like you as you came here fully naked with your 
spade and your saw. 

Be careful though in case a snake bites you there at your 
beginning, there at your balls that dance 

as in your ultimate happiness you empty with spasms your 
whole essence inside Urania’s sacred terrible depth. 
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THOSE OF THE WILD 

I never envied those by the sea who with their harpoon 
nail octopuses, stingrays, wild mussels, or the thorny wild 
vaginas that they call sea urchins.  

I envy those who with an arrow they throw down wild 
apples, or wild grapes and quinces, who collect wild 
cherries, or drink the nectar from the glasses of flowers in 
wild places. 

But, above all mortals, I regard as the happiest, the one who 
with his wild burning phallus, nails in ecstasy, juicy wild 
vaginas. 
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yOUR BLOSSOMED TWIG

You were absent last night because you went to your village 
to vote for a favourite waterfall, a spring, or whatever is left 
of our majority which was suddenly lost. The pennilessness, 
the politics, the vertigo that remembered me after decades, 
my faith only in songs and not in people as Hikmet would 
say, made me feel that, lately, I have somewhat distanced 
myself from you, my love, my fairy, my wealth, my starry 
sky. 
     
And I longed for you. And immediately (time seems endless 
until Monday) immediately I wanted to bring you close to 
me, and enjoy you in the holy grail of Now. 
 
And lying on my back, as I put saliva on my dick, it became 
wild and wanted you to calm him. And you quickly arrived, 
naked, wearing only those soft, those somehow knitted 
white knickers or bathing suit which makes me horny 
because it looks bridal. 
    
I didn’t take it off. You didn’t take it off either. And how 
strange… what is man?: Nor did my dick wanted it taken 
off. He wanted to push it aside on his own, push it a little 
to the right, so, by touching it when gliding inside you, he 
could feel that he is fucking for the first time the woman he 
adores, his bride, a daughter from the mountains. 
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And when I fully reached inside you and you took me, and 
when I was delirious in perfect delight, amidst my spasms 
you looked all alive.
     
But when I opened my eyes and saw juice pouring out of 
my dick, I then realized that you were not there. But what 
has become of you? What happened?

The juice was pouring out thick, looking for your blossomed 
twig which moments ago was cut off from my body. 
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THE CAUSES OF THE TROJAN WAR 
 
Much is said about the reasons that led  
to the conflict between Trojans and Greeks  
in the land of Ionia, in 1400 BC.  
The most recent theories speak of the practice  
of plundering that still exists today.  
Gangs organized by states, companies, monarchs  
besieged, burned and seized  
flocks, treasures, women, slaves.  
 
Yet I was always surprised  
by those details such as  
when the Greeks dragged their ships  
black ships with huge eyes on their prows  
when the Greeks dragged their ships  
there on the sand in a long line. The first thing  
they built after setting up their tents  
were the baths, with the basins, the faucets  
and then the stadium for the games of contest.  
 
Naturally they needed flocks for food  
cattle and sheep and goats. They needed  
bread and wine and timber, they needed  
women slaves who very often became  
their tender companions  
on sheepskins and woven covers from Aetolia,  
Mycenae, Thessaly, Ithaca.  
Naturally they sought, and forced or seized  
but the war was not because of this.   
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When I gazed at you naked on your mattress  
there in the stone house which has constellations  
for guards. While I gazed at you  
outside the mirror, alive, through time  
while I gazed at you and enjoyed  
again and once more and again and once more  
your divine, your deadly beauty,  
I realized only too well that this war  
was simply made for a woman. 
 



D
(Poems of contemplation and beauty)
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THE WORD

I

In the beginning was the Word
but I don’t know what the Word means.

Oh Memphis of the ants
the only hieroglyphs I’ll leave 
will be my bones, a white 
signature on the desert,
beneath the stars.

II

In the beginning was the Word
but I don’t know what the Word means.

At the pyramids, I learnt nothing.

Sirius was then the leader of the floods.

I had no garden.  

And the Nasamones lived to the west and had houses built 
of white and red salt.

And Rampsinitus was descending to Hades to play dice 
with goddess Demeter.

And two wolves were leading the blind priest to the temple.
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And Cheops put his daughter in the brothel to be able to 
complete the Great Pyramid.

And Mykerinus fell in love with his daughter and went to 
bed with her;

And when the daughter died he enclosed her
inside a golden cow so she wouldn’t 
vanish into the earth.
And I lived in the swamps with a net for fishing.
But I don’t know what the Word means.

Ah, if only I could look through the windows of the 
sandstorm.

A butterfly sitting on a melon peel that floats on the Nile.
Is it perhaps the sail of Isis’ ship?
Is it perhaps the royal tent on board the ship of Death? 

And I don’t know what the Word means…

The man is Alfa and the woman is Omega;
ώ* is the woman ῳ 
and her curves the gates of alphabet.
I wonder 
will I ever manage to unite these letters into the Word?

III

What music blows and the swords of copper are bending 
and waving like moss 

in the water of a stream? What music?
The time blows turning the wheel of seasons.
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Wave ascends and wave descends.
A book of clay; but, I have closed
my terrible secret in the brackets
that are the crescents of the moon.

I wonder if the four Evangelists, will lend me their four 
animals; I wonder, 

will I ever manage to unite these animals, 
and make with them a sphinx?

_____________
* Meaning and read as the exclamatory “O”. ‘ω’ is the low case of the 
letter ‘Ω’ (omega), which is obviously a feminine shape, since its curves 
resemble a woman’s buttocks. The diacritic marks on top of and below 
these two letters (a. the stress and b. the iota subscript that is used in 
ancient Greek) become here phallic symbols. 
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AT HIPPOCRATEION

At Hippocrateion* I went the day before to be examined by 
Mr Naim -Assyrian- , who’s been living 
for thirty years in Agrinion as a surgeon. And so
after examining me and finding nothing
except some bits of immortality
with his sufficient Greek, Mr Naim
earnestly, suggested, to mummify me
(in low voice he said in my ear) and put inside me
well-written papyruses with my poems.
“So Greece” he said “can have its own 
Tutankhamun, and more, because
that prince, excuse me, that king,
was not a poet. Imagine, Yannis, to discover in
a hundred or a thousand years, your
excellent poetry, to read it, in the last 
form of the Attic dialect, contemporary Greek.
With five hundred Euros”, he tells me, “Mr Yannis 
we are ok. Say this 
to your daughter, to keep in mind
and call me, in any case, as I come from Egypt and I know
as no one today, this ancient art; which keeps away from 

the dust
the human body, while making it a sack of leather
to keep your work inside it.
What pulverization they’ve gone through, imagine,
Great Alexander, Dante, your father, your mother
(Vassiliki? I knew her, her shadow had the smell of basil!).
My Yannis, think, anonymous 
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dust, mixed, dust into dust, and the wind taking you
here and there, the wind
which sometimes pretended it was your breath
(yes, the spirit, the spirit, ha) now taking you
in the wilderness, in markets, in alleys, in streets,
throwing you into the sea, saying to you, “take a new soul
from the ocean” and sneering at you, yes the wind,
while dragging your dust and spreading it on earth. Imagine 

it.
While, on the other hand, mummification …. and 
having your papyruses inside you, how exquisite, being a 

library
a crypt for your poems. To me 
must your friends 
 give your corpse. 
Do not forget it, Yannis”.

________________
* “Hippocrateion” is a hospital in the Greek city of Agrinion.
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THE PARKING PLACE

I hear lately that people
too often die from heart attack,
or stroke and despair because
they cannot 
find a parking place. Yes 
they cannot
find a parking place. 
Someone with plate number 

ABCDEFGH9999744300587201
searched 
the whole of France and found nothing. 
He climbed the Alps, crossed Italy, and reached Aetna, the 

volcano,
everything 
was taken up. He left for Rome, Venice 
passed over to Belgrade, arrived in Skopje, headed 
for 
Constantinople. At last 
he managed 
to park in Kurdistan 
yes, there, on a tree.
But this was the tree of the Sky
where 
only the dead can park.
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ATHENS

Although I’m coming from the Country of the Blessed and 
I’ve lived 

back in the days of the Golden Age
I must now bear my life 
amongst the Iron Genus of the People.
Prisoner in a cave of cement that sees to the precipice. 
I see around, the cube-shaped, cement mountains
covered with this iron forest of TV antennas.

Sometimes towards the evening, as the windows across 
light up one by one, 
I remember those cards of Tarot 
that Tomas Eliot had poured on a table there in his waste 

land 
whose inhabitants were sacks of straw.

Down the asphalt streets where the iron animals 
run with feet their cyclic erasers that erase the distances.

Too far away from the country in which Antaeus touched 
the earth and took from it an undefeatable power.

My only consolation is Urania, five friends, and, the full of 
life dead who live in their books;

and far there somewhere, the Acropolis hill-rock.

When ascending it, I feel that I ascend the highest place of 
the world.
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*
A bird, a bird, an owl
in the twilight there where Kekrops after gathering 
his goats, his oxen and his sheep, and putting them inside 

the corral
comes there and sits beside me (the owl on his shoulder):

So that the three of us can take part in the delight
of seeing in the night the wisdom of the goddess 
taking a face and becoming
the full of stars (the so consoling and compassionate)
infinity.
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THE LARGE TABLET OF ORANGE 
 
The large
tablet of ORANGE, is a sun
that fell into the sea, a titanic 
disc, 
that wrestles 
to save itself from the water, 
it screams and froths releasing 
a juice of light. 
The large 
tablet of ORANGE,
chased by pain and delight, 
goes 
round and round, goes up 
and down, boils and 
dissolves 
dying the water orange. 
The large 
tablet of ORANGE, has 
calmed down; having 
dissolved its shape that was 
resisting, it 
has calmed 
down and 
now is reconciled with water, 
with the drowning, 
with everything. 
The large 
tablet of ORANGE, 
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is now travelling, through my veins, and all the 
inhabitants, 
enjoy the benefits of vitamins 
to the remotest borders 
of my body.
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NOTES ON THE SPOKEN WORD, THE 
UNSPEAKABLE  

Black is the fish with a blur of greenblack; black of the dark 
sea bottom. 

The Sun has emptied and its light became this magic 
script. The Sun has emptied and only its golden ring is left 
trembling at the bottom of the flow and the flow coolly 
carrying away its shine.

Which solar beings, which black spirits are sending me 
this script, this message from the bottom of time from 
the bottom of the ocean? Solar Race. Solar Script. A race 
that wrote with light on beings, on the black parchment of 
darkness, on this skin, on the dark side of a fish. 

(Here the day and the night are one).

In my magical first world, beauty was imprinted on live 
beings. Now, seeing the world, I read this poetry of things. 

The things are silent; what should they say? They 
themselves are the word.
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ARCHETyPE OF THE SACRIFICE OF THE 
SOLAR WORD
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MAGICAL PARCHMENT IN AN AQUARIUM

Oh my magical first world who used to imprint beauty on 
live things.

On the black fish, the Oscar (of Cychlidae), I suddenly 
recognized my secret parchment and immediately read the 
magic script. Magic letters with the golden ink of light and 
there at the edge the Sun is left empty like a ring which has 
kept that cool trembling or waving of a thing when looked 
at while being at the bottom of the flow. But yes, I didn’t 
hide my secret script inside a cave; I didn’t put the black 
parchment deep in the soil or in a well; I imprinted it on 
a live form, on this fish, which from birth to birth, in the 
bottoms of the water, would, at a critical moment, bring to 
me again, the message of my distant, forgotten self. 

Of my distant, forgotten self…Oh my Sacred Race behind 
the good and the evil, behind the day and the night, where 
all are one. 
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SATURN

The rings of Saturn are a planetary arena
an arena
for chariot races round his turbid
yellow sphere.

A stadium for competition is Saturn
   a place
of victory and defeat. Oh but yes
I have known victory and defeat I took part
in the fearsome planet conflicts
then
in an ancient era
  parallel
   future
  present
 hidden era
  there where I heard
everything is close.

A stadium for competition is Saturn
having
his rings
grooved by his terrifying
  planet
  chariot racers.
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THE KING OF THORNS
 
The river dry. And
what remains is its bone white beneath the Sun,
what remains is the pool of the witch of thorns and donkeys.
And frogs stand still in green waters,
and turf has grown over them.
“The beauty is everywhere”, said
one of them. 
“Kuak, Kuak bakakakak”, replied another.
And I went up to the place of thorns and suddenly
a breath is coming from the land of the whispers and the 

shadows, as a legion, 
and I was surrounded by dense, uneasy creaks, tremors, dry 

whispers
and myriads of eyes of faded darkness 
and eyelashes of 
yellow, old thorns.
“Will you be our king?”, they were saying. “Will you?
You who with your broom of rays swept away the dark
from the houses of the angels, and got fired
because you showed a sympathy for words?
Be our king!  We like your plain stick,
your sorrow of the exile,
your sense of the wilderness,
of those who remained in this foreign time”.
“Borrowed feathers don’t grow”, said 
one of them.
“Kra kra kra-kra”, replied another.
“Be their king”, the breeze whispered.
 “I feel it’s time, you talked to them 
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about the glory of the scorned 
colour of ash”.
Then I holding my reed and 
wearing the sun 
as a crown of thorns,
sandals of dust and
  a tunic of shadow,
stood amongst them and 
said to them:
“Thorns, my brothers, I feel your concern
now that time is blowing, bringing uneasiness and 

movement
but we, the exiled, must wait for time’s serenity,
for November, when life lowers, 
when voices lower, when the light lowers; 
when the accompaniment of Autumn,
(moulting satyrs, pregnant nymphs,
fruits and sorrowful conches)
fades away in the twilight,
and from afar through the land of silence
comes the fire of the farmers, advancing and 
advancing with a thousand tongues
burning our longing for fire,
uniting us inside the flame,
uniting us inside the ash
and it’s the ash that gives out that exquisite smell
of destruction and freedom”. 
Thus I spoke.
 
And in need of a red robe I left
towards those who weave the fire.
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THE o

1. 

In my beginning 
is my end 
and, 
in my end is my beginning, as, 
in god or dog where 
incessantly 
the d and g, chase each other 
round the o. 

2. 

Round the o. What’s the o? 
ETERNITY.

I, bend down and am mirrored in the o. 
The frame of the void is the o. 
Everything I see (trees and animals, 
machines and people and stars and fires and rivers) 
are my face mirrored in the void. 
The o, 
if it 
looks at itself, 
if it 
is mirrored in itself, the o, 
becomes a moment in its center.
 
Description of a MOMENT is the o.
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SPACETIME

Three days before the neighbour died, 
his dog was howling, seeing 
into the future all the phases of death. 
What a miracle, 
a dog, like the god of Solomon*, 
who sees all things as though 
they were past, a dog, 
who can discern the act of death 
three days earlier. 
I find, however, that 
I am neither god nor dog, but I have, 
some of the boredom of the god, and
some of the sorrow of the dog. 

_____________
* Ecclesiastes
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THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TRAFFIC 
POLICE

(Sunday evening news)

Last weekend, the traffic-dead reached thirty. The weekend 
before, they were only twenty-five. Those twenty-five to 
thirty of the next weekend, get ready. Get ready. Τhough, 
you don’t need to get ready at all. Everything, in every 
detail, has already been done, and only the conscience has 
not arrived there, at the event. 

(Like when you sleep and in your dream you see that your 
foot steps on a pin that has fallen down somewhere there; 
and although you have already been pricked by the pin, 
you’re dreaming that you’re walking in the grass and that 
suddenly a viper springs its head up and bites you low at the 
foot; and you wake up and see that a pin has pricked you 
there; and it has pricked you before you saw that dream. 
Likewise, what will happen, has already happened and 
what remains, is for your conscience to arrive there, so that, 
what has already happened, will happen). 

Get ready. Τhough, you do not need to get ready at all. 
Everything is ready: the time and the place and the way. 
Everything is ready: the dreams with the bad signs that you 
or your relatives will see. The coffin of each of you, I mean 
that one specific coffin that is destined for you, that has 
been made for you, without, however, the knowledge of 
the carpenter; what could the carpenter know? As much as 
you do. 
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Everything is ready. No mistake whatsoever will be made. 
Never has a mistake been made in the universe. Not a 
single hair falls from your head without it first having been 
decided by the universe. Everything is ready. Ready are 
the candles that are destined for you; Ready the tears, the 
cries, or even the joy of one who hates you. Everything is 
ready. Brahma, Christ, Buddha, Mohammed, the Void, are 
expecting you. The blond Rhadamanthus is expecting you; 
or the jackal-headed Egyptian god; or your race’s totem; 
the Great Ancestor. 

The cause? You will not search for the cause. But, maybe it 
is just the thirst, the longing of the white to become black; 
maybe it is just the whiteness of the clothes which can no 
longer stand its glow and wants to cool itself in the black, 
at last, to find comfort, to rest in the black. Maybe. But the 
cause has always existed; before you were born. And the 
cause is still here, today, now, a week ago, in your hand 
gestures, your movements, the washing of the dishes, the 
game of dice, your fingers adjusting the TV control. The 
cause has always existed, in everything; it is not born before 
the event, like you think. And above all this is certain: What 
will happen, is exactly what will happen. 
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MIRRORS

In the majority of men you see yourself
“darkly as through a glass”.
Often you see standing 
or passing before you,
narrow mirrors, cracked and blurred.
And I think that 
the presence of the God, or 
as they say, the Second Presence, 
shall be no other than a large and clear mirror 
where you shall see yourself in its entirety
and shall enjoy the truly crystalline
essence of your presence.
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__________________
When queen Cleopatra, asked the wisemen of Alexandria, to create a 
map of the world, which would give an answer to all our existential 
questions, they created for her this particular οuroborοs.
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OUROBOROS

To Gethsemane*, to Lilith· to Finland

From the snows of the North you sent me a book closed 
in an envelope (a butterfly that hasn’t yet come out of its 
sack). Animals on the stamps of your white envelope. 
Animals that go down the paper’s glaciers reaching up to 
here, my South: The caribou, the white hare, the fox, the 
bear, the reindeer, the wolf. 

What could I send you from the Mediterranean? And how 
could I send it? You know it after all: The wolf eats the hare 
and the hare eats the grass and the grass eats the soil and 
the soil eats the wolf. The terrible cycle from which nothing 
could ever escape. Everything is born and dies inside this 
cycle. Nothing can exit this cycle. Thus, I’m sending you 
my magic Ouroboros (a snake or a dragon that bites its own 
tail). All beings are included in it, all the world is included 
in it. Black-evil, white-good, day and night. But the white 
feeds off the black, as the black feeds off the white. Day 
and night, good and evil feed off each other, and this is why 
the Greeks said “All are One” and inscribed the Ouroboros 
on papyrus, on skin, on paper. And I put it on my cell’s 
wall, like an icon over my mattress, opposite the mirror, 
where I transform, as time blows. 

_______________
* For her pre-edenic drawings, but, mainly, because she stole the magic 
table of the Babylonian astrologers. 
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KALANDRA, 1991

Hills built by the sea. 

But when did I sow these lilies here on the sand? 
And which animals were dragging the moon’s plough? 
Panthers? Oxen? Two giant butterflies?

Did I still have my feathers then? 
Did I still have the Sun in the crib then?

PEBBLES 

They neither sprout, nor wither; 
seeds of the stone. They are dry, 
poor, unimportant. But look, 
they have been touched by the sea’s blossomed fingers 
and they are shining.
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ETERNAL SUMMER

The Sun behind the large cypress tree is a shiny flesh, torn, 
dripping blood. And the crow? It arrived agitated to ask if 
wild gods have devoured Apollo.

(The crow always there, near the Sun, in case he eats a piece 
of its flesh and acquires bright colours like the cock’s).

“No” I tell him, “no, the Diviner lives. Look in the glass 
of illusion here at my window, if you can bear it, and you 
will see that a great many-rayed eye is trying to reveal, to 
interpret I wanted to say, the eternally uninterpreted oracle 
of the World. Look at what is distant and near, and past, and 
future. Here is my friend whose little daughter is ill. “Like 
a kourite” he tells me “I go around her striking the spear on 
my shield to drive the fever away”. 
    

*
And I was sad all day long, yes, inconsolable, because 
this year, once again, I could not go to the Libyan Sea, to 
Lentas’ sea-cave that has a water floor and a stony dome. 
The waves sweep the light, a golden net, they push it in 
through the cave’s door, they throw it ripped upon the 
walls. And high on the walls you are looking at the vine-
boughs, oh wrong, I meant to say the swinging there roots 
of the Sun. The scared wild pigeons hover in circles or draw 
shapes, until they also go and sit there to swing, swing on 
the lightboughs.
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One of them falls but returns again. 
     
And Stefanakis out there, seated on the rock, throws his 
hook to catch he says wriggling inspirations for the poet’s 
food. 
     
And Androulakis is descending from his bed that is high up 
there in the trees, in the salt-cedars. He arrives in front of 
me with a camera and says: “Stand here in front of the sea 
and recite Seferis. And tonight, I shall deliberately keep the 
conversation going on till two or three at night so that we 
can see the star-river clear in the dark…”. 
     
And that evening at the symposium someone wanted to 
speak about the celestial and the earthly:
     
“What is celestial and what earthly?” they asked the Wise 
of the Farmhouse.
“Celestial” Chuang Tzu said “is a horse without a bridle. 
Earthly is the horse that has a bridle”. 
     
“Yes certainly” added Chrysostom, “but when the bridle 
has beads and tufts, bells and amulets, the celestial may 
easily choose to become earthly”. 
     
And we all laughed with what our friend said with a laughter 
so loud that reached high, very high in the Asterousia 
Mountains where Psarakis nightherds and enjoys his star-
loneliness. 
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*
“Yes” I shouted to the crow again, “Ο Ήλιος ζει και ζει και 
ζει”.* Since Elytis asked it from them, the cicadas say it 
altogether”. 

(Ah the cicadas, those blessed ones who do not know about 
the snows, the rains, the winters. Who live and die with the 
knowledge that the world is nothing else but Summer). 

_________________
* The sentence “Ο Ήλιος ζει και ζει και ζει” means “The Sun lives, and 
lives, and lives”. 
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KORONI, ME, AND THE SEA

1

Oh Koroni, your edge is a sandy crescent moon which 
interminably cuts foam and spreads it on you, under palm-
trees and olive trees, laurel trees, vines, seaweeds, red lilies 
of Knossos, pine trees and tamaris trees. From a friends’ 
balcony I’m admiring you, as I drink my medium to bitter 
coffee and get tamed. 
Jars in your terraces give out an ancient echo, and steps 
lead to castles and walls built by the Myceneans and 
the Phoenicians, the Romans, the Byzantines, and the 
Venetians, so that the rats can have houses and forts 
opposite the cats who from high terraces are looking at the 
fishing boats. And if the rats are shouting, and the fish are 
wriggling, the gods don’t care at all and are laughing all 
together, with the game of life, where everything is food for 
everything, oh my Rose and my Phallic Lily. Jars with an 
ancient light that is thick like honey, and the wild pigeons 
asking if Semele has awoken.

2

Oh sea, I am ecstatic; I bend my knee before your 
neighbouring Minoan lily, which is all-scarlet, fleshy 
and open, with a long phallus that looks as if it has been 
embroidered by the bees perhaps, or by the butterflies and 
Nireus’s many teenage daughters. Here is Iphyánassa, 
Kýnthia, and Alóe, here is Yakýnthine, Aléa, Kymothóe; 
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Flésbe, Ostrakiné and Pórphera and Chlóe; here is Echýessa 
and Póntea and Plóe. The laurel trees with their all-black 
shining seeds, because they’re never asked to pay taxes, 
and the palm trees wear huge gold bunches as earrings, near 
the tamaris trees of the seashore. 

*
And, oh my friend, if, as I hear, you are the wisest dog in the 
Mediterranean, you will definitely be a friend of Diogenes. 
And you will surely have a large jar as your house, like any 
brave man. And it won’t matter that you’ll often look like 
a snail.  
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WILD STORy
 
Six ants are carrying one leg of a grasshopper. 
The grasshopper 
was the dragon at the borders of the land. 
And they found him 
hiding 
in the deep east of the gourd flower. It is said that 
he was harvesting the myth. But look, the ants 
charge in and 
drag him out of the flower, on the yard, 
and cut him to pieces. Now 
six ants are carrying one leg of a grasshopper. 
They reach the ant hole; they’re pushing it. And 
they enact the blinding of Cyclops
by Ulysses 
and 
his comrades.
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THEy ARE HERE AGAIN

The butterflies are here again. (They come every day to our 
little garden butter-flying; they sometimes sit for a bit at the 
threshold of a flower, or go inside it moving their wings to 
the rhythm of the most peaceful breath. Oh, breath, you, 
queen of queens, the first and the last! How much I love 
the butterflies! But they know nothing about this love of 
mine. And so they never leave me their phone number, their 
address, or their email. A butterfly that is alive is always 
between the “I’m coming” and the “I’m leaving”. You will 
keep her next to you only if you kill her. But how will you 
live with her grace dead? Ah, what life will you have with 
your love being sad? 

*  
The butterflies are here again. And the green grasshopper 
(half a centimeter) with her cap (a triangle with eyes). And 
that enormous one, with a thorax like a green horse. The 
hedgehog also came, washed, combed, with his nail-hair 
like a thorn-pig. 
The glossy black ant came too, the labourer of the spires 
and the bur, the modest carrier of the admirable storehouses 
of the dominion of seeds. Its sister came too, the fly that 
wears a yellow belt. Oh, my friends, you should see there, 
you should see. Ah, I almost forgot…

God came too, hiding under the shield of a turtle. (She was 
eating grass right at the edge of our wall, and I thought for 
a moment that she was the machine the municipality has 
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sent to cut our grass. Oh yes, God comes here often, hidden 
in thousands of visible forms, but also in infinite invisible 
ones. He comes here, because only here, in my infinite “I 
do not know” he can exist as he is; in my mind’s void he 
fits in its entirety; inside the nothing that I am he feels free. 

Inside the nothing? But yes, they are here again, outside 
our house, in this yard, in this passage of the world to the 
world. 
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THE CATS’ COMPASSION 
To Maria Farantouri

The cats are standing 
 around, looking. And 
when they hear the doors, the windows shutting, 
they are waiting for me outside, to tell me: 
“You come, you go, it is unbearable. But 
     we can bear it
because we know now that even when you are far away, 
you think of us with love. 
Your coat has been worn out and 
    it misses some buttons. 
There, at the cities, where you wander 
is there no one who takes care of you? 
Stay with us. 
We don’t care about the food. 
Stay with us. 
Here, the spiders with their grey thread 
will mend your worn-out clothes. And look, 
if you have only a bit of patience, fireflies 
will come in the Spring with threads of light to mend them. 
And don’t worry about the buttons; 
there are acorns, pips, dragon teeth and shells and stars. 
Stay with us; 
only you respect us as ancient people. And 
only you notice every posture we take: 
that of the lion when guarding cities; 
that of the sphinx of Egypt, 
that of the sphinx of Naxos, 
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that of the sphinx who stood 
at the three-road crossing 
in Thebes; 
or that other posture, 
that of the blessed ones 
when they are in the company of guileless people; 
the lying-on-the-back posture; 
the posture of the hunchbacked arch 
with our hairs erect 
when we must turn our fear into the fright of others; 
that posture 
when our leg, raised innocently,
becomes a silent lightning on the viper’s head. 
Stay with us. 
Only you listen to our riddles. And 
you have, an infinite sadness, 
when you see us
eating birds”.
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THE MAGPIES

Who is taking the soaps I leave out there by the hose I wash 
myself with? Do the mice take them perhaps in order to 
build a Parthenon? Do the cats take them to anoint the ropes 
they hang them with so they can die faster? Do the badgers 
take them to laugh while hiding as they throw them at the 
unwashed passers-by? Do the ravens take them and eat 
them as cheese? Do Babylonians and Assyrians take them 
to write on them in that ancient script of theirs that is called 
sphenoid? 
     
“No” answers aunt Ntina, “No”. The magpies take them, 
the jays, the cissae, call them as you wish. They take them 
to make sorceries against those they envy, or to do voodoo 
against the hunters so they start shooting at each other as if 
they were preys. 
     
“Really?” I ask “Have they gone that far?”
     
“My child, these ones are impostors, thieves, they are 
witches, they possess the Great Treasure. What happened 
to all those mythical riches of ancient courtesans and 
kings? Cups of ebony or coral, rings, necklaces, bracelets, 
earrings, and all sorts of diamonds. Golden combs, silver 
mirrors, scepters, crowns, deadly knives covered with 
agate and amethysts, emeralds and sacks of pearls. What 
happened to all these? They say the magpies have them all 
gathered in the hollow of a huge old oaktree. Or inside the 
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cave which is on the highest precipice of the world, where 
they have placed as a guard the dragon of the stars”. 

This is what aunt Ntina told me, but, as I was writing these 
down, a magpie arrives there at the window of my hut and 
tells me: “Look poet, do not believe Ntina (or aunt Ntina as 
you call her), we know her. She is a liar, a gossip, a thief, 
we know her. So, if you want to listen to me, never trust 
what the magpies say”. 
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THE WILD ONES

The tame ones don’t live without the care of the people. 
They need a corral, cages, exercise, school, a flowerpot, 

water, food. 
But the wild ones need no one.

The strong wind throws the leaves into the deep rock’s 
dimple

to be digested and become manure. But the irises 
sprang outside the dimple;
for fear of being closed; for fear of being closed inside a 

rock’s flowerpot and be tame.
They sprang outside, there, on the edge, as if they were 

poured from the Sky’s shield.

The tame ones do not live without the care of the people. 
Even the gods do not live without the care of the people.

You, my poems, be wild (oh my self!) like the irises and the 
stars, like Procyon and the Pleiades, like the wild 
universe which needs the care of no one.

PATHS OF THE SOUL

I envy, the houses of the ravens and the seagulls, in caves of 
rock islands, in the middle of the sea. Ah, winds and paths 
of the soul that have been forgotten.
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ELIOT NEAR MUNICH

“Starnbergersee”, “Hofgarten”, 
they are words you meet as you descend 
the first of many slopes in the land 
that Thomas Eliot named “waste land”. 
“There you feel free” he tells us “in the mountains”. And 

perhaps 
he spoke of “a wilderness of mirrors” 
when he saw all those alpine lakes. 

And rightfully one would ask: 

“Poet, in places so beautiful
where did you see, what you call “waste land”?

He gave us the answer somewhere else, 
in the choruses from “The Rock”: 

“The desert” he tells us, “is not remote in the tropics of the 
South, 

but in the heart of your brother”. 
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THREE SMALL POEMS

1
Like the 
pomegranate, which, 
not being able to bear the weight of its secret, 
falls,
and
in the mirror of the sky, 
becomes stars.

2
The witch took me into her house, 
the bear took me into her cave, 
the fire took me into her hermitage. 

3
But who could fish in the mirror?
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SKEONy

Skiron who hid amongst the rocks.
And Hipparchus 
who hid his treasure 
of stars into the sack of sky.
And the ecliptic line of the beach.

What seas what shores what grey rocks o my daughter.

Garden of stones and its fruits these pebbles.
Waves rock the idol of the Sun
(like my head onto a tray)
dragging a net of light to the bottom.
Pebbles 
the crop of the waves. And 
the stones crocalising in the caress of sea.

Stones that 
were touched 
by the fisherman of Thira, 
the painter Polygnotos, 
the hagiographer Panselinos. 
Stones that the sea is washing with its grace 
and they shine.

Here my spleen of my other
    forgotten 
     stoned life.
Here my bile, my kidneys, my liver.
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Here the green eye of mine and the other that is black.
Here my nails (limpets, shells). And my teeth 
are pebbles in the light. 
My stoned brain. And
the crystal
here 
of my heart.
Támata* hanging from the rope of the waves, 
before the icon of the Sun.

Here the stone yarn of my fate.

______________
* “tamata” are the things that the believer of the Eastern Greek Orthodox 
Church has promised to give to the temple of the Saint or to his/her icon. 
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THE BUTTERFLIES OF THE EASTERN yARD

I’m sitting at my yard which is stone-paved and further 
away becomes grass-paved with blossomed bushes, lilies, 
dragon plants, wild asparaguses, and anemones, up to the 
hills whose trees hold the sky. 

In front of me are passing the butterflies like mannequins, 
showing me outfits of the next season, which has already 
started seven or eight thousand years ago. 

As they are transient, or living for a few days only, they 
are butter-flying with movements as if they want to show 
me (oh you!) a good, an exquisite cardiogram of a god of 
Beauty. 

I’m sitting here at my yard and Urania is listening, translated 
in all the languages, to the sweetest song of the nightingale, 
but also the smart whistle of the blackbird, the cuckoo’s 
distant voice, the magpie’s dialects and her endless gossip 
about the chickens, the crows, the horned owl, or us.  

And the butterflies passing and passing as if this is the 
passageway of the prettiest beings that have ever been seen 
by this great eye of the Sky, or by this many-eyed skin of 
the Earth.  
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TALKING TO URANIA

You came in August 2012.
And we are now in August 2019.

In August 3012
where will we be? What will we be?

And from August 3012 
to August 3019
what will have changed? 

IN THE GARDEN OF ETERNAL SPRING

Men take themselves too seriously. 
And they foolishly boast on Earth, 
which is nothing more than a grain 
of the flower-dust called Galaxy 
that was scattered when time blew a bit 
in the garden of Eternal Spring. 
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Ι’M SITTING UNDER THE KERMES OAK

I’m sitting under the kermes oak, 
without thoughts. And 
why should I be thinking? Around me 
are incarnated thoughts, so beautiful, that 
when I see them, 
I get full 
of delight. 

POVERTy

Poverty 
is pulling me towards redemption.

“It is enough for you” it says, “a small hut, on the mountain
or more correctly a tree-cavity. 

From books  
poems and fairy-tales are enough for you. And 

perhaps not even those. 

What suits you more, is a bookcase 
that is completely empty.

Although, 
the perfect thing would be, if all its wood
returned quickly to the forest”.
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JOHN IN THE WILDERNESS

Blows the infinite; the sky’s sail is inflated.

My red dog
at the col and I 
below the cedar-tree contemplating 
holding the thunder’s feather. 

The day enters in the valley and sounds its horn with a 
rooster. 

Far away, the donkey 
brays the villageness and sloth.

With moss and 
feet-reaching waterfall as vestments 
I will see you at the water mass. 
Hammerings of a carpenter are heard. 
Does he perhaps nail a plank or
does he insistently 
knock on the door of the God?

Giant-towers, frontier guards, hold the wires of Electricity. 
A butterfly’s signals I’m catching in the air.
A star-thorn in the chaos at the precipice. 

High above
the crow croaks, 
as it faces, 
the desolate time. 
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THE STEPPE’S WIND
(Barbaric)

“No horse has ever had so many ornaments and charms as 
you; not even that of Genghis Khan”. 

“Who’s that again?” she asked.
“Oh, it is him who holds a hawk in his hand and as he rides 

he’s laughing at the sky;
he who is cooking food on fire made of dung and hangs -as 

a water flask- the moon above the army’s camp. 
Oh Shamarkand… Oh Basra… Oh Nishapur…
I’ve known you since I’ve been visiting ant cities…
and I saw the tents of Tatars in the villages of mushrooms…
Oh Shamarkand… Oh Basra… Oh Nishapur…
A frozen wind
that came from the steppe and 
was honed when passing through the mountains of Altay. 
And it was cutting those who were taller than the sun’s 

wheel.
And he constructed pyramids of human heads so that the 

sky’s roof can lean on.
And then came Babér, the general and poet. 
And then came Akbár, 
in whose temples all gods of the world can live together 

peacefully. 
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IN THE MOST ANCIENT GALLERy

At four and a half in the morning, if you go out of your sleep, 
in the most ancient gallery of the sky you can see Orion’s 
painting rising bright and clear, chasing the Pleiades with a 
starry bow and arrows made of gold and fire.

The Dog follows behind having Sirius as his head. 

In the most ancient gallery.  
 
Neither a barbarian’s raid, nor floods and earthquakes 
can damage something or detach even a little piece of its 
mosaic. 

In the most ancient gallery, where anyone can enter without 
payment.  

The rich entered and the poor, slaves and free men, 
believers and non-believers, army commanders, shepherds, 
tradesmen and rebels, and sea-men and ploughmen, 
heroes, poets, wise men, magicians, beggars, kings, and 
astronomers, and nomads, individuals, and peoples and 
teams, and exiles in the islands of Makronisos, and Kos, 
and Tzia. Animals entered, and plants, and the sea that with 
its mirror of tears reflects the star, the bird, the thief, and 
the whole beautiful world, the ungraceful and the killer, 
the careless plebs that welcome with palm leaves the saint 
and the robber before they crucify or bury them inside the 
dungeon and the gaol.  

In the most ancient gallery that is always in flux and always 
remains still, being unique in the world for those who seek 
comfort in beauty.
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UNIVERSAL NIGHT

Here I am on the bed of Anthony or Ádonis  
of Ádonais, of Zeus or of Don. Here I am 
next to my electric flower across 
a bird-clock, surrounded 
by Pelasgian woven covers and music; my radio 
with a lime-twig antenna gathers hertz waves 
is catching demons-sounds – it is, you see, my magical 
cigarette case; my books 
are incarnated spirits with seals on their wings 
made of alphabets and pictures. 

Here I am, an ancient warrior, a remnant 
from the race of those who love to play 
who love to make war and dance, who wear 
their round earring, who sleep 
under the rainbow’s bridge. 
Since my helmet 
has been worn by wheels of scooters and of cars
out there, where people, run 
to catch up with life, 
I’ve been sitting here playing chess with my shadow. I have 

no home 
nor purpose, nor profession. People 
stare at me suspiciously
as if I’m from elsewhere or as if I am 
the oldest resident on earth. But yes, 
I have been here for thousands of years, all alone. 
No one’s ever visited me. Who would, after all? 
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Those who came yesterday or those who will come 
tomorrow 

do not suspect my night of centuries 
in this chasm, in this rich loneliness, where 
all the waters flow leisurely. I’m sitting here 
beneath the wheel of ages 
and I see the queen of the card-pack 
coming through sunflowers and mirrors, 
coming and coming without ever 
arriving. Oh yes, 
I open my door from time to time – which door? and I feed 
with these handwritten pages, I feed
the unicorns, the moons, the cherubim and all the animals 
who have the face of fire. Too late, always, too late, 
arrive the men to explore the ash, while deep, in the avenue 
of universal night, the cosmic dragon-truck ascends
carrying the color pencils and quivers for the sons of suns.  
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ARAMPÁS*
To Dimitris Stefanakis

Arampás; 
arampás loaded with a dead prince from Asia; 
arampás loaded with watermelons; 
arampás loaded with gypsy women; 
arampás loaded with dung; 
arampás loaded with wood; 
arampás loaded with flower pots;  
arampás loaded with guns; 
arampás loaded with barrels of water; 
arampás loaded with moons; 
arampas loaded with mirrors; 
arampás loaded with a multitude of standing, lit candles; 
arampás loaded with bodies of executed Kurds; 
arampás empty because the body of Federico Garcia Lorca 

was found nowhere; 
arampás loaded with children and drawn by an ox
between whose horns someone has placed lyre chords; 
arampas at the edge of lake Trichonís; 
the animal approaches and 
bends down to the mirror of water; 
it kisses itself; it drinks.

And then, the sky arampás; 
with the Sun and the Moon as wheels
sometimes loaded with clouds, 
sometimes loaded with stars. 
Where can this arampás be going, 
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carrying at the bottom of its cart 
all of us?

______________
*Arampás is a cart wagon drawn (usually) by oxen.

HOW DEEP IS HIS NOSTALGIA

Muse, give the warrior some rest. 
In your hands you hold his rhapsody. 
You write it as you wish. 
How deep is his nostalgia for his genus; 
where he can’t be boring to any man or any woman. 
Muse, how much has he missed, how much has he missed, 
the generosity of never-ending innocence.
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RECEIVE ME OH SEA

Here I am 
between the Alpha of Athos and the Ωmega of Glarokavos.
Here I am again 
bare of everything.

Receive me, oh sea, as I lie on my back in your cradle. 
Dress me and undress me incessantly with these cool sheets 

of your waters. 
Put on my wet hair the crown of the setting sun. 
Pour on my body these fresh flowers of your froth. 

And if I must get out 
of this transparent tomb of mine, 
I have the crescent of the moon as golden latch.

Here I am between the Alpha of Athos and the Ωmega of 
Glarokavos.

Here I am again 
bare of everything. 
Ready 
at last, to wear the universe. 
Oh sea, receive me the immortal mortal.
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SOURCE OF MEMORy

“I am a child of Earth and Sky” 
you should say 
to the guards 
of Memory 
so they allow you to drink.
But noone can memorize 
these words, because that moment
that terrifying moment, before the two guards
you don’t say what you’ve learnt, but only 
what you are. The guards
are Love and Death, in front of whom
everyone is naked. 

THE GARDEN AND THE NIGHT

I walked on plateaus with gallows.
I stumbled on skulls of goats.
It’s getting dark. I am looking here. All the trees 
that crucified me are naked.
Only a branch with a sleeve of 
   resplendent leaves is pointing at me
there at the ravine of stars where I am heading.
Oh source of my face; I return.
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SO POOR

So poor that the beauty is no longer 
afraid of him and throws on him leaves of gold, 
on his knees, his shoulders, his elbows. 
And having now forgotten every script he is
surrounded by bright exclamation marks 
as 
the drops 
are falling 
off the trees. 

KRISHNA

I bite light crystallised on a branch of cedar. Krishna 
you are the dawn of a music 
that only stones can endure
to hear. Krishna 
you are health unbearable, Krishna 
ecstasy of a fruit at night,  
time’s explosion. You 
are I, whom
no matter how much you search, 
you will find NOWHERE: 
Infinite doors I opened and with 
a whirl of stars, I’ve left for 
EVERYWHERE. 
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My BURIAL IN LEFKÁS

Naked. Lying on my back. By the sea. Tall 
granites, vertical, in front of me, behind, and left. 
I think that I am in my divine tomb. 
They put for me as offerings the Sun and Moon. 
And left the sea beside me. 
Waves are coming; 
they scatter their blossomed bodies on the seashore, up to 

my body.
And then the night covers me 
with the boughs of the stars.

EPITAPH

Oh passer-by, 
know that friend and foe are the same for me. 
Besides, in the distant future, which for me is now present 
already you and I live together in the Sun.
But somewhen the Sun shall end as shall we
Because the destination of all beings 
is to become again what we have always been; and that is:
The stardust in the calyx of the Chaos. 
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EVERLIVING

The knot has been untied; oh my eyes
nobody knows why the source of your eyes is running.
It’s only known by those who kissed
Saint Lightning in the icon of Cosmos.
 

THEN I REALISED

I looked in
the sun-mirror 
to see my face. 
Impossible. 
That, that brightness of mine. 
      
Then I realised 
why I am 
so alone. 

P.S. TO y.y.

And as for the poem you told me about, 
if, as you say, they stole your loom shuttles 
you can weave it with comets. 
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IN THE BEGINNING

  I
Green sea-urchins on the chestnut trees and 
in the Fall, 
a thorny womb bears the fruit.
Will you crown my phallus thorny womb?

  II
O flowing silence with irises 
sprouting on your lapel, 
holy hierarchy of the waters, 
angel creeks and 
archangel rivers.

Wet roads, with the medals 
of bright leaves, 
wet roads, where will you take me?
My archangel rivers, help me. 
Cyclamen battalions 
standing and holding your crowns that burn with cool 

flames, 
help me. 
In my beauty and my sorrow, help me.

  III
Green sea-urchins in the chestnut trees and 
in the Fall, 
a thorny womb bears the fruit. 
Thorny womb of the chestnut, 
what do you remind me of?
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Thorny womb my thorny crown, 
thorny womb the Sun. 
Pregnant day, you cannot contain me anymore; 
I know the secret of Athena. 
I know the secret of the owl.
Pregnant day, you cannot contain me anymore.
    
I have escaped from 
the complicated cycle of great grief. 
I am the one that 
is born from my thorny crown: 
The night with all its stars; 
a blossomed silence. 






